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Miami U alcohol task
force cracks down on
student drinking
By Kyle Reynolds
■EPOftTEi

Miami University-Ohio's alcohol
(ask force recommended last
week more early morning Friday
classes, harsher punishments
for offenses like fake IDs, and
a requirement that second-year
undergrads live on campus to
help curb the students' "culture
of drinking".
The alcohol task force, which
was formedjast October with the
help of the university's president
Inn Garland, previously had no
particular plans on how to curtail
the students' drinking habits.
Jeff Potteiger, chair of the task
force, said the group was created
as a result of many dangerous
alcohol-related incidents on college campuses and a tragic event
that happened on their own campus last year.
"A couple of things influenced
the formation, including hearing
and reading about trends that
came with alcohol and serious
binge drinking, such as increases in sexual assaults," Potteiger
said. "Also, there was an incident in which some students
died in a fire here and alcohol
was involved. These things collecUvely prompted the President
to form the task force."
One of the proposed solutions
that may be unpopular with college students who aren't early
birds is more early classes and
more Friday classes.
"We want to provide the best
learning environment for students. Our intent is to make
students know they are here to
learn and we felt we were getting away from thai a little by
not having many early classes,"
Potteiger said.
According to BGSU's Jill
Carr, co-chair of the University
Committee on Alcohol and Other
Drug Issues, there are many
issues that need to be addressed
in regards to alcohol on college
MIAMI U. PAGE 2

Jordan Flower BGNem
CATCHING SOME RAYS: Sara Ledford, a freshman who is majoring in early childhood education, took advantage of the nice weather yestetday to tan in front of
McDonald residence hall on the first 60 degree day of the spring. This weekend, students should be able to forgo their BGSU sweatshirts tor T-shirts and flip-flops,
the warm weather college uniform.

way to be gay?'
University student
worries his sexuality
may hold him back
By Melissa Topey
BEP0RIE R

As he walks through the
campus someone gives Dan
Headley a mean look. Headley
wonders if the person's having
a bad day, if they are just a jerk,
or if they know he's gay.
Headley also worries about
becoming a teacher. He lives
his life openly as a gay man,
and worries about finding a
community that will accept
him as an educator. All he

Adobe CEO has big
ideas for the Web
Narayen spoke yesterday
about "harnessing a collective
In a $3 billion company with intelligence" among the public
5,500 employees, making to try to counteract informathings relate to each indi- tion overload preventing some
vidual proves harder than it from learning about new technology trends.
used to be.
One of Adobe's developThis is a reason why
ing concepts is Web
Shantanu Narayen,
2.0, which is a collecpresident and chief
tive theory that the
operating officer at
Internet can be more
Adobe, has been trythan text and still
ing to revolutionize
images, but animathe way his company
tion and Web sites that
produces software.
can be customized to
Adobe, an awardfit the users needs.
winning technology
SHANTANU
Narayen presented an
and software comNARAYEN
example of coordinatpany, is currently
ing a flight plan with
working on programs
that will integrate complicat- Travelpedia, connecting the
ed software into the lives of calendars, conflicts and costs
people who regularly use the of a vacation for a three people
Internet, making user contri- using computers in different
butions worthwhile to sites locations. Travelpedia is a prosuch as Wikipedia.com and
ADOBE, PAGE 2
ebay.com.
By Stephanie Spencer
fl EPOBir R

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com

wants to do for a living is VISION, these are not new
to educate people if he gets issues to Headley.
the chance.
"Be who you are, without
"This is a very touchy topic that there is not much to you,"
Headley said. "If you
for people in the
have trouble being open
educational sysand honest with yourtem," He said "Do
self and other people,
you enforce gender
you are going to have
specific behaviors in
children or not?"
issues later on in life."
Headley asked his
Headley, a junior
audience of roughly 10
majoring in vocal
people "Is there a right
education, spoke
yesterday in honor DAN HEADLEY way to be gay, even
within the gay commuof Rainbow Dayz,
SENIOR
nity, not so "out"?
about various forms
"A lot of gay men in
of sexual orientation
and acceptance.
society do feel pressured by
As last year's president of the rest of society to be more

Bean was only second
MLB player to expose
his sexuality
By losh Comer
11 [ PORTER

William "Billy" Bean wasn't a
phenomenal major league baseball player by the usual standards. The utility outfielder only
took the plate 487 times during
.his professional career. His statistics wouldn't earn him a place
at the Baseball Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown, and his 11-year
baseball career wouldn't bring
many attendees to a lecture.
What he did after retirement
filled the seats of an Olscamp
auditorium last night.
In 1999, Bean announced he
was gay, the second former major
BASEBALL. PAGE 6

PitDofsmn BGNews
BASEBALL DIARIES: Former Major League Baseball player Billy Bean
speaks to students about his lite as a gay former pro athlete.
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Baseball player known
for lifestyle, not average
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effeminate and display more
feminine traits, that is becoming less and less but a lot of gay
men do feel pressure,'' he said.
Headley. who does not consider himself effeminate, asked
his audience, if gay men "...turn
up the flames a little bit not to
be more effeminate but to fit in
with everybody else?'
Headley said sexual orientation is not a choice for him,
just like his natural hair color
is not a choice. He explained
that, according to Alfred
Kinsey, the researcher from
Indiana University who stud-

High: 52"
Low: 37"
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Convenience
store packs
up, heads to
Offenhauer
By Aliyah Collins
REPORTER

Plans for a new campus convenience store in Offenhauer
Towers were shared yesterday
with student-residents and representatives of leading organizations in Offenhauer's main lobby.
Gail Finan, director of Dining
Services, and her advisory board
held their third meeting with representatives from Undergraduate
Student Government, Resident
Student Association and students
that live in the Offenhauer Towers
and McDonald Residence Hall to
take suggestions on what they
want to see in Offenhauer's new
conveniant store, expected to be
opened in Fall 2006.
Due to the revamping and
expansion of MAC's cafeteria,
that has been in the making for
about four or five years and will
begin in the fall of 2007, the GT
Express located next to it will be
closed indefinitely.
The new store will permanently take die place of MAC's
GT Express in the northwest area
of campus, and will be located
on the side of Offenhauer that
faces Thurstin Avenue in a former study lounge.
The store will be about three
times the size of Cravings in
Founders, and will be a composition of a food court and convenient store, offering many of the
new items that haw arrived on
campus diis semester, like the
p.inini grill, slush machine, and
waffle maker.
Some of the other items offered
will be many of the "grab and go"
food items, a variety of frozen
food products, dairy products, all
with a slight focus on fresh foods.
Even though the celery
and peanut butter snacks and
GT EXPRESS,PAGE 2
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Prison time complicates
career goals, says speaker

Store will be named by contest
available, according to Cindy
Valentine, coordinator of student employment and training
for Dining Services.
Because storage for all
the lood may be a problem,
there will be some cut bucks
on items like variety of milk,
candy and chips.
"We cany four different
sizes of Combos." said on-site
manager for Chilly's and t'.T
Express Robin Ruining. "We
could cut down to two and
nobody would notice."
Flnan said suggestions will be
taken on the new store well into

next year, so students can help dents should be aware of.
"People need to realize that it
shape what's available to them.
"We'll listen and we'll do the is a convenience store and not
a grocery store," he
best we can." she said.
Valentineaddcdthat
said. "But this is still
"People
need
a good klea."
the Often batter store's
employees will try
I inan
thinks
to realize
their best to offer the
that the new store
that
it
is
a
should
have
a new
most popular items.
Among the focus convenience name, opposed to
group of students yes
keeping the name
store and
GT Express. There
terday. it was unanimous that the con- not a grocery will be a naming
contest open to all
struction of the new
store."
University students
store is a very good
and staff from April
idea and sounds like
JOHNNIE LEWIS
3-10.
it won't be an incon"I have about
venience, lohnnle L,
Lewis, senator at-large in tlSCJ, t ha-e names myself." said Bruning
had only one issue with the pro- with excitement about the new
mised store that he thought stu- store and naming contest.

President
speaks about
Web future

Imprisoned journalist freed

ADOBE.FROM PAGE 1

American reporter
unharmed after being
held for almost 3 mos.

ST EXPRESS. FROM PAGE 1

cubed cheese arc discontinued,
apples and caramel will still IK-

gram that fits the Web 2.0
description by changingwith
its users' needs.
And the meeting's audience was filled with far more
than students and faculty.
Web developer Mike
Osswald explained the need
for giant software companies
to make their business more
understandable.
"He is right that we are
on the cusp of a revolution,
things are going to get much
more interesting and usable,"
he said. "It's about enabling
regu la r people, putting applications together and making your own program ...

Eveiything has come together

and this is just a more global
scope with data sharing."
And Narayen also spoke
about relieving the focus off
of marketing by creating an
entirely new consumer.
"Every three billion dollar
market starts out as a zero
billion dollar market ... you
can't over-think, you just have
to go with it," he said.
Adobe's new programs
range from advancing digital photography with Adobe
l.ightroom and furthering its
development of its popular
software. Adobe Photoshop.
The company is also working on an application called
Apollo that could be installed
from a Web browser and
launched like any desktop
publication.
"We think that the main
problem of people is using
and finding information
when you want it." Narayen
said.
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lit IS I ON — Rn the friends and
family of kidnapped freelance
reporter Jill Carroll, nearly three
months of worry — heightened
every time grim stories about
hostages in Iraq made die news
— evaporated with a phone call
yesterday morning.
"Hi, Dad. This is Jill.
I'm released."
Carroll'sconversation with her
father tipped off calls across the
country, from family to friends
to colleagues.
"Today's just a wonderful
day of rejoicing," said Richard
Bergenheim, Carroll's editor
at the Boston-based Christian
Science Monitor.
(larroll, 28, who was working as
a freelancer for the Monitor, was
handed over to the Iraqi Islamic
Party office in the Amiriya neighborhood of western Baghdad, by
an unknown group. She was later
turned over to American officials
and taken to the heavily fortified
Green Zone.
( arroll said her captors never
harmed or threatened her.
"We got the call this morning,"
("-arroll's rather, Jim, told reporters
outside his North Carolina home.
"It was quite the wake up call, to
say the least."
He thanked all the family's
supporters in the U.S. and Iraq,
and the Monitor.
We've had an arduous three
months," Dm Carroll said. "It's
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If you think finding a job during or after college is intimidating, just imagine trying to
find work after being released
from prison.
The difficulties many exprisoners face upon re-entry
into society—including finding good employment—were
confronted in the Union last
night as part of the Fourth
Annual
Criminal
lustice
Forum. "Prisoner Re-entry and
Reintegration" was the theme
of the event, which was hosted
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Haiti Miiban AP Photo

FREE AT LAST: Tariq al-Hashimi, leader of the Iraqi Islamic Party, holds up a thank you note he recieved from American reporter Jill Carroll after
the kidnapped journalist was freed yesterday in Baghdad. She was kidnapped three months ago in a bloody ambush that killed her translator.
been very, very difficult on the
family and all of the friends, and
obviously all the people around
the world."
Carroll was kidnapped Ian. 7
in Baghdad's western Adil neighborhood, where she had gone to
interview Sunni Arab politician
Adnan al-Dulaimi. Her translator

was killed in the attack about 300
yards from al-Dulaimi's office.
Her captors, calling themselves
the Revenge Brigades, demanded
the release of all women detainees in Iraq by Feb. 26 or they
would kill Carroll, too.
But the date came and went
with no word about her welfare.

campuses.
T think there are a number of
things that can be done. Many
schools do have many more eariy
classes and Friday classes, and
Ml i actually looked at doing that
about six years ago," Carr said.
"I think diat could be effective,
but there are many things that
need to be done to cause campus
drinking to go down and there
isn't just one answer."
Miami's alcohol task force also
hel ieves there isn't just oneanswer
to curbing drinking and wants to

instintte stricter punishments for
alcohol-related offenses,
"We would like to change the
student code of conduct and
make it stricter for alcohol related
incidents. Some punishments
may include fines or suspending a
student's parking pass," Potteiger
said.'We also view using fake ID's
as an unethical issue because it
promotes lying"
lak Leverone, a sophomore at
Miami, believes the new policies
won't be effective in changing student's drinking habits.
"I don't think the policies will
make any dramatic change,

maybe a little, but it seems like
a waste of time and energy,"
he said.
Miami and BGSU both have the
AlcoholEdu program, which they
hope will change the minds of
some students about their drinking habits eariy on in college.
"If you look at the data you
can see there has been change in
some behavior. Of and by itself,
it will not be an end all to campus drinking, but it is intended
to give an educational dose that
will be reinforced through follow-up instruction, which should
change students decisions about

67Vmo + Utilities

Management Inc.
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Her family, the newspaper and
press freedom groups issued several pleas for her release.
lust before she was freed, her
sister Katie Carroll pleaded for
her freedom on Arab television, saying: "I've been living
a nightmare, worrying if she is
hurt or ill."

Then, yesterday morning, the
ordeal ended.
"Our hearts are full. We are elated by Jill's safe release," her family
said in a statement released by
Bergenheim.
"We're thrilled," Carroll's moUiHOSTAGE. PAGE 6

Drinking 'not a rite of passage/ says task force chair
MIAMI U, FROM PAGE 1

Close to Campus A: Downtown

/Cfi&CA

ming the lights, Mauer relayed
incarceration statistics to a
roomful of students and criminal justice department faculty.
The charts and graphs Mauer
used showed that the United
States has a greater imprisonment rate per capita than any
other country in the world,
with over two million people
incarcerated. About 650,000 of
those prisoners will be released
this year, Mauer said, making re-entry programs more
important than ever.

by the University's criminal
justice program.
Guest speakers Reginald
Wilkinson, the director of
the Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction,
and Marc Mauer, the executive director of the Sentencing
Project in Washington DC,
addressed the explosion of the
prison population and offered
solutions to assist prisoners
establishing themselves after
being released from jail.
After an introduction from
professor Jefferson Holcomb,
and some difficulty in dim-

The BG News has 4 fall openings for qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pkk up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

drinking," Potteiger said.
Terry Rentner, chair of BGSU's
journalism department and principle investigator for a $300,000
grant to crack down on alcohol
abuse by the U.S. Department of
11 hi. .mini believes AlcoholEdu at
the University can be beneficial,
especially for freshmen students.
"I believe first year students
may change their minds about
drinking after they complete it,"
Rentner said.
But Leverone said Alcoholbdu
may have informed and changed
some people's minds, but not his.
"I already knew it all so it didn't

change me. For some students it
might of opened their minds, but
I was well informed," he said. "It
was irritating and time consuming as a student, but it doesn't
hurt to have it and it can infonn
some people."
And in Miami, Potteiger wants
students to know that drinking
doesn't have to be pan of their
college experience.
"It's not a rite of passage,"
Potteiger said. "Students need
to think about what can happen to themselves, their friends,
and the University when they
choose to drink."
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GRADUATE CONFERENCE BEING HELD AT BG
TheAmericanCultureStudiesProgram's2006Graduate
Conference, "Battleground States: Scholarship in
Times of Crisis," will be held on campus today and
tomorrow.
A schedule and further information
about the conference is available at www.bgsu.edu/
departments/acs/acsconf/2006schedule.htm

CAMPUS

Local poet published, sitting on'Cloud' nine
BGSU composition teacher also edits publication, his material jumps out at you with bold, surreal images'
By Brian Pauline
IEP0ITEI
Local poet F. Daniel Rzicznek
is featured in a book of original
poetry called "Cloud Tablets,"
showcasing his unique voice
and talent.
Rzicznek has been teaching
composition for two semesters here at the University
and before that he had taught
for two years as a graduate
assistant. He received his
master's in creative writing
from the University and was
an undergraduate student at
Kent State University.
Wick, a Kent State organization that releases "chapbooks"
of student work and other publications, released compilations
ofpoetry that feature Rzicznek's
works. Wick organizes readings
and has an outreach program
that offers poetry and writing
workshops into elementary and
high schools.
"Poetry is more than a
hobby, it's a calling, it's how
I move through the world,"
Rzicznek said.
While Rzicznek started writing poetry by writing what he
knew, his style and approach
have changed. He says he lets

his imagination take hold and
Accord i ng to Rzicznek, poet ry
steer the piece, being conscious
is not much in popular culture
anymore. While it's gaining
of where the poem is going but
letting the voice of the piece
popularity, more people would
take over.
rather pick up a magazine.
Rzicznek said he spent
"I'm interested in unpredictability at this point. If I sit down
countless hours and dollars
submitting his poetry to differto write and already know
ent literary magazines trying
the end of the poem, I don't
have any point in writing it,"
to get his works in any jourRzicznek said.
nal he could. Rzicznek's works
have been published
Rzicznek says his goal
in "Smartish Pace,"
is to be pleased with the
end product once he
"Fugue"
and
the
gets it out into the pub"New
Hampshire
Review" magazine,
lic. Pulling something
out of thin air but being
among others.
pleased with what he
lohn Freeman, a
student in the MFA
has created is what he
program here at the
hopes to accomplish.
University, became
While the ideas are
F. DANIEL
friends with Rzicznek
spontaneous, the key
RZICZNEK
and admits to admirlies in revision, which
POET
ing
his
writing
can be the most laboribecause he doesn't
ous part of the writing
process, according to Rzicznek.
try to make it accessible.
"Dan lets the reader conThe chapbook is poetry in the
struct his own meaning and
guise of prose that was written
gives the reader a stake in the
and rewritten many times.
poem," Freeman said.
"It has meter but not tradiAccording
to
Freeman,
tional poetic meter; it's a way
Rzicznek is a mature poet for
to give the reader an expecthis age and has the ability to
able format, but throwing the
know exactly where the poem
elements of poetry in there,"
is going. Using his vivid imagiRzicznek said.

nation, Rzicznek is able to construct his own world with his
distinct voice.
"Dan's stuff jumps out at
you with bold, surreal images.
He has sense of his own voice
and images; it is fresh and new
enough to get his editors attention," Freeman said.
As the head poetry editor
of the Mid American Review,
Rzicznek publishes works that
others won't publish. According
to Freeman, it's his guts and
willingness to publish things
off the beaten path that make
him a good editor.
Freeman appreciates his
outlook when it comes to
poetry and his willingness to
critique his friends' works. He
admires Rzicznek's desire to
talk about poetry out of the
class and said that's where the
best exchanges occur.
Larissa Szporluk, an associate professor in the F.nglish
department,
has
worked
with Rzicznek and said she
feels lucky to have him in her
department.
"Even from the very start
his poetry was striking; his
imagination was very unique,"
Szporluk said.

GAMBLING ON THE SABBATH
A poem by F. Daniel Rzicznek
Dice cartwheel across the dinner table. Even the kids push worn quarters out into the glistening pile of money as the dice go Irom hand to
hand, around to me. I grasp them, roll my lingers into a fist around
them, hold them there in the darkness ol my hand lor a few seconds
and let them go. I am listening for the little clatter they make against
the wood. I am listening for my father and his brother to speak the
stories bound up behind their jaws. I know they will put stones in their
own eyes and stuff their mouths with the wet leaves of riverbeds, and
I know they will keep throwing dice down toward their wives. And now
I turn to them, my mother and my aunt, listening for why they never
asked for more than straight, clean fields. I am left listening as they
pick up the dice and shoot, a tiny breeze swishing along across the
table and the silverware set out, the cool shining spoons, the tired
forks, and the knives dreaming of the small dark drawer where they
believe they were born, the way all of us at the table believe in a smallness, in the recurrence of faith. My father and my uncle tug and twist
their mustaches My mother and my aunt roll the dice again Beyond
the window, pink blossoms pulsate in the wind like the lights of a noisy,
rigged machine.

Being able to create a
"Rzicznek's world" with his
poetry is what makes him
unique, and he is constantly
developing that vision.
According
to
Szporluk,
Rzicznek is a natural leader in
his field and feels comfortable
in that role. She too noticed his
unique voice and approach.

"I felt like it (his poetry) wasa
work that wasn't confined to a
page," Szporluk said.
Rzicznek hopes to put out a
book in the future and Szporluk
supports his effort. According
to Szporluk. his determination
and effort to surprise his audience will drive him to make his
book good.

Excess of gas from Chicago could soon work its way to the Ohio market
By Heather Riedel
RtPORIER
Heating bills in Bowling Green
and most of northern Ohio could
be lowered by 2008, due to a natural gas pipeline planned to run
from Defiance to near Parma.
Andy Lang, president of North
Coast Gas'transmission LLC, and
Alan Schriber, chairman of PUCO
(Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio], announced this possible $350 million project at news
conferences in both Toledo and
Cleveland two weeks ago.
"With the rapid development
of the gas reserves in Alberta,
Canada, Chicago became oversupplied," Lang said. "That's
what attracted our investment
group to look at opportunities to
move gas out of what we call the
Chicago hub, to specifically into
the Ohio market."
Currently, Ohio receives around
80 to 90 percent of its gas supply
from the Gulf of Mexico area and
very little is coming from western
Chicago hub sources and also

local production, Lang said.
Building this pipeline would
allow a connection with the
Chicago hub for natural gas to
flow through northern Ohio.
This would mean cheaper gas
because Chicago is closer and
oversupplied.
"There is a lot more gas getting
to Chicago then there is market
to consume," Lang said. "These
gas reserves don't last forever. The
Gulf of Mexico and Louisiana gas
reserves are starting to be used
up, so their ability to support the
market as they did in the past is
starting to weaken."
Lang added the hurricanes
from last year wiped out many
Gulf Coast gas productions and
some have not yet recovered fully.
There would have been a lot of
problems if Ohio's winter had
been more severe this year.
"Recent natural disasters in
that area have hindered distribution and production of natural
gas," Schriber said at the news
conference. He said that PUCO

GREENBRIAR. INC.

supports the development of
North Coast's idea of a new pipeline in order to vary Ohio's energy
transportation.
Buying the new pipeline from
Chicago would also be around 10
percent cheaper than from die
Gulf coast. This is also important
for Ohio because of the proximity
of Chicago.
Even though this proposal
does seem positively effective,
the construction part of the project would take about eight to
nine months.
Holly Myers-lones, director
of Environmental Programs at
the University, said she does not
know a lot about die pipeline
project but said the construction could cause some damage
to the soil.
"Construction can lead to

more soil erosion and it can
compact the soil if they are
going to move heavy equipment," Myers-lones said.
She gave an example of this by
talking about the paths students
wear around campus. The soil
becomes so compacted that it is
not able to grow grass anymore.
Myers-lones said the soil erosion happens around Bowling
Green in streams where it will
flow into die Maumee Bay and
Maumee River. It then changes
the habitat of that river and when
it flows into lake Erie, it changes
the habitat there as well.
"Some of it |soil| has chemicals, pesticides, herbicides and
fertilizers when it goes in there.
That can create all sorts of environmental problems," she said.
Construction is "always a con-

cern," Lang said, but he is not
overly worried about it. The process would lie to dig a trench and
bury the pipeline around four
feet deep and then refill it later.
"It causes some disruption at die
time of construction, similar to
highway construction, except it
goes very quickly."
Aside from some concerns
with die construction, I-ang is
confident about the project and
said some of the cities that would
be affected would be the Toledo,
Cleveland, Oberlin, Norwalk.
Parma, Akron and Canton.
"It's going provide the opportunity to blend in more lower cost
gas into the pipelines that serve
northwestern Ohio," Lang said.
"Northwestern Ohio is served
predominanUv bv Columbia Gas
of Ohio"

Lang said that if Columbia
decides to go along with the new
source of gas, it would lower the
cost of gas which (hen would let
them lower the cost of gas for
dieir buyers in northwest Ohio.
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Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
I & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air C"ondition/\Vashcr/l)r\cts in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle
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IIIIIIIMI

419-352-0717

2006 HOUSING SPECIAL

710 N. Enterprise
l&2bdrmapl.
Dlihwasher/GirbigflDiiposal
AC /washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Inlernel/Walk to Campus

1474 Scott Hamilton Prtvc
3 bedroom, 2 bath house
Unfurnished, 1 car garage
Limit 3 lease dates 6/3/06-5/12/07

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close lo downtown

1436 Napoleon Road
3 bedroom, 1 bath house
Unfurnished
Limit 4 lease dates 5/8/06-5/7/07

Management inc.
215 B. Poe
Eff. I bdrm / 2 bdrms
Starling at $255/mo

11490 Hints Hoad

Laundry on sue
15 minute walk to campus
BGSl' Bus Route

3 bedroom country house
Limit 4 lease dates 5/15/06-5/12/07

/CfEfcCA

l479Burrwood0rfw

Management Inc.

4 bedroom, 2 bath house
Unfurnished, 2 car garage
Limit 3 lease dates 5/8/06-5/7/07

445 E WooslBl
BOWIIIH] Gftwi. OH
43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Trej Aubrey
842/846/K50 Seventh Si.
Two siory duplexes
3 hdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on sue

Hours

M.Mi.tgement Irlc.
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OPINION

"They never said they would hit me, never
threatened me in any way. I was just happy
to be free, and I want to be with my
family."
journalist Jill Carroll, who was abducted in January and released yesterday.
(vtashntapM.com)

STAKKKDITOMAI

VISION continues fight for equality
Today is the culmination ot
VISION'S Rainbow Dayz — a
week-long celebration to promote awareness around issues
concerning members of the
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender community.
VISION is a student organization on campus whose purpose is to combat ignorance,
and advocate on behalf of the
GLBT community.
The group sponsored several
events throughout the week to
promote their cause.

Rainbow Dayz is an important
way of chipping away at bigotry
How has Rainbow Dayz changed
and ignorance on campus, as
your attitude? Send an E-mail to
members of the GLBT communithenews@bgnews com and tell
ty face these attitudes every day.
us what you think, or post feedOne doesn't have to look far
back on our Web site.
to find evidence of discrimination against this particular
group of individuals.
Weoften hear anti-gay language
A folk rock performance by and probably think nothing of it
Magdalen Hsu-Li, a panel on — but it affects both the attitudes
minorities coming out and tie- of heterosexuals, and the level of
dye T-shirts in the Union were all equal rights that members of the
Rainbow Dayz-sponsored events. GIBT community experience.
YOU DECIDE

OTTERS TO THE EDITOR
People need to
lighten up on
punishment
In response to the letter to the
editor on March 29,1 find a little
cliche to say that life is all about
promises and choices. It makes
a nice bumper sticker but in
practice I think life may be about
little more then two overly simplified concepts.
We all make mistakes, and for
some reason athletes are held
to higher standards, ludging
Anthony Turner on a "broken
promise" seems a little selfrighteous.
Everyone has broken a
promise before. As hard as
we all try, sometimes we get
caught making questionable
decisions. Taking a scholarship
away for a violation as minor as
possession of marijuana is too
harsh. Tickets for possession
where I come from cost about
as much as a speeding ticket.
Should athletes lose scholarships for speeding? Of all the
things Turner could have been
doing with his weekend, he was

smoking weed with a friend.
This is completely harmless
and after hearing about what
happened with Duke's lacrosse
team, should be applauded.
Turner didn't drive drunk, he
didn't assault anyone, and he
didn't take advantage of a girl.
He smoked a harmless joint in a
car with a friend.
Bill Clinton smoked weed, yet
Turner will lose a scholarship?
People really need to lighten
up. Whatever happened to forgiveness? Put yourself in Turner's
shoes. The relatively harmless
action of smoking weed may
make him lose his scholarship.
All of his hard work is down
the drain because people are just
appalled that an athlete would
take part in an activity that many
students at this University and
people of influence have done or
currently do.
Lighten up. We are in college
for crying out loud. Instead of
trying to live up to some ridiculous moral code defined by society lets stand up for one of our
own. Go Falcons!
DAVID ROBERTS
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
davidrC"1bgsu.edu

Candidates
should practice
full disclosure
I noticed something missing from the Web site for
Undergraduate Student
Government presidential candidate Jim Wasil — he is the president of ihe College Republicans.
While I have no problem with
him being president of College
Republicans, though I do strongly disagree with many of the tactics the group uses to inflame the
campus population, I disagree
with the fact that he is leaving
that off his Web site. He lists the
other groups he is a part of, yet
the one group where he holds
the most important position of
president, he doesn't list.
Why is that? Is he now embarrassed to be a Republican?
These are some important
questions to ask Jim since he is
not practicing full disclosure
ALLISON SANDR0CK
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
aksandr^bgsu.edu

'Everyone deserves another shof
TONY
RAFAEL
Guest Columnist
The past week has been
interesting listening to
people's opinions on the
incident that occurred in the
parking lot last week.
Two football players were
arrested for smoking pot and
unfortunately for them that gives
them additional attention that
they would not have otherwise
gotten. If they lose their scholarship and their athletic career
goes down the drain many will
be happy. It saddens me to
think of the road that lay ahead
of them. It saddens me more
to think that people are happy
about this. If the young men
involved are reading this I want
to say that everything will be
okay. This is a bump in the road,
but mysteriously life seems to
have a way of working itself out
in the end. And to the friends
of those athletes who will turn
away from them like they are
lepers because you don't want to
be associated, you are weak
Anyone that finds satisfaction in their tragedy should be
ashamed of themselves. This is

exactly what is wrong with our
society. An article I read said.
"Sorry to all you American teenagers who spent all your time
working two jobs and getting
a 4.0. You might have to share
some of that money with the
kids who stood behind the bus
and smoked pot," in reference to
grant money for college. I have
to tell the author that I had a 3.9
all through high school, I had
two jobs, and I was one of those
kids behind the bus. Do you
think I am beneath you? Do you
think that you deserve a shot
at a future over me? I am sick
of this self-righteous charade
people play.
I have been arrested several
times in my life. I have done my
time and paid my debt to society,
and it's amazing how quickly all
of one's positive accomplishments and good deeds can be
forgotten in the aftermath. I
made it though and I am a
stronger, smarter person today.
People learn from mistakes as I
have. I have no regrets and my
life has been extraordinary so
far. I am proud of myself and
who I've become. I am more
than a statistic. I am a human
being with hopes, dreams, fears

and sorrows. I know it's hard to
believe when you see my flannel
shirt and ripped up jeans, but
we have more in common than
you might think.
The whole idea of "he who
is without sin casting the first
stone" that Jesus talked about
could be applied here. Let the
coaches or faculty who can
say that they have never done
something stupid dismiss these
aspiring athletes and let any one
who doesn't have any skeletons
in their closet take all of the grant
money (because there is no
one). I know there are repercussions for actions and that life is
about making the right choices,
but let's face it, we're human.
Everyone is entitled to mistakes.
Everyone breaks promises. And
the truth of the matter is ifs
all part of life and learning. I
think personally it would be a
shame to take away their scholaships, but that's just an opinion.
Everyone deserves another shot.
They aren't bad people; they are
just typical college kids trying to
make something of themselves
like everyone else.
Send comments to Tony at
arafael@bgsu.edu.

But beyond language, discrimination is still institutionalized.
ihe government endorses discrimination against members of
the GLBT community by failing to
recognize marriage except when
between a man and a woman.
Also in Ohio, legislators have
recently tried to limit those
who provide foster homes and
couples who want to adopt to
straight couples.
We shouldn't need an entire
week of events to make us aware
of the struggles members of the

GLBT community face, but the
truth is without Rainbow Dayz
we would be more likely to ignore
the ugly truth — that discrimination still plagues us.
Although we have made progress we've got a long way to go,
and groups like VISION play a
vital role in fostering change.
It might seem like we have left
the days of discrimination far
behind us — Brown vs. Board
of Education made segregation
illegal in 1955 — but there are still
other groups in society who suffer

from rampant discrimination.
Consider your own feelings
toward members of the GLBT
community today. Are you really
as accepting of these people as
you should be? Have you treated
them the same way you'd like to
be treated?
It's not hard to forget both
how far we've come and how far
we have to go, so we need to
keep reminding ourselves that
the struggle doesn't end until
all groups have equal rights and
equal representation in society.

PEOPLE Police chases cause
ON THE STREET needless violence
Where do you find
new musk to listen to?

VINCE P0CSKI
JUNIOR, ARCHITECTURE

"Mostly through
friends."

MATTHEW HOLLAND
JUNIOR, SPORTS
MANAGEMENT
"Ziggy Zane
Williamson.''

STEPHANIE VI0U
JUNIOR, FINANCE
"My roommates."

CHRISTY JOHNSON
SOPHOMORE,
JOURNALISM

"I look it up on Lime
Wire."

These days, it's hard to
see a good Hollywood
movie without some
sort of police chase scene. Be
it Matt Damon driving a Mini
through narrow European
streets or Ewan McGregor and
his clone being chased through
the streets of LA; it's clearly
something people admire. But,
in reality it's a dangerous and
unnecessary practice.
Last weekend, local police
were forced pursue a driver
along Interstate 75. Thankfully
only the suspect was killed, but
was the pursuit really necessary?
A desperate man was behind
the wheel of a 4,000 pound car
barreling down a highway at 100
mph — things could have been
a lot worse. Whether or not he
was a threat could only be determined by officers, but at what
point is someone considered so
dangerous that a chase down a
busy interstate would be necessary?
Many cities think there isn't
any kind of scenario which
calls for high speed pursuits
and officers are banned from
chasing anybody.
The city of Orlando, Fla. forces
its officers not only to let suspects escape, but to turn around
and drive in the other direction.
Many officers were enraged
when the idea was proposed,
believing a crime wave would
occur as all the suspects were
allowed to escape police.
No such crime wave occurred,
and most suspects still pulled
over when they saw the flashing
lights in their mirrors. Some did
flee, but after being captured on
video they were soon tracked
down. Other cities with similar rules include San Antonio,
Detroit, Austin, Milwaukee and
Kansas City. Some cities allow,
limited police pursuits, meaning
officers are only allowed to pursue a suspect if they are a direct
and immediate threat to the
public: Baltimore and Memphis
being two examples.
A study conducted by the
University of Washington
documented 3,146 fatalities
directly related to police pursuits between 1994 and 2002.
Of which, roughly one-third
were innocent people in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
While the rest of the fatalities
were mainly suspects eluding
officers, the vast majority of
police pursuits don't involve
serious criminals.
According to an article in the
Kentucky Post, only 17 percent
of those who flee have committed any type of serious crime or

■€■

ANDREW
FLAVAHAN
Opinion Columnist

felony. The rest are usually guilty
of simple misdemeanors and
traffic violations.
Forcing officers to sit and
watch suspects flee may seem
counter-intuitive, but when
you take into account that most
of those who flee are guilty of
minor crimes, you realize they
generally pose no real threat to
the community at large.
Chasing them down a busy
freeway at high speeds, does
pose a significant threat.
Most police cars are
equipped with dashboard
mounted video cameras, and
capturing fleeing suspects on
tape for future reference is as
easy as videotaping a birthday
party — most suspects won't
be on the run for long. License
plate numbers can be traced,
addresses can be found, etc.
Driving over 90 mph is so difficult many departments require
their officers to undergo training
to learn how to maneuver their
cars and maintain control at
high speeds.
They're also taught how to
stop pursuits by performing several dangerous maneuvers, like
forcing the suspect to spin out
by ramming their rear bumper,
for example.
If driving under these conditions is so difficult, then the
average Joe is almost guaranteed
to loose control of their car as
they speed away from police. So,
it seems the only way a pursuit
will end is when the driver either
looses control and crashes or
when police send the suspects
car out of control. Either way is
clearly dangerous.
Although it may be necessary
in some cases, police pursuits
are for the most part a dangerous practice that puts the public
at risk unnecessarily.
While it may look exciting
on the silver screen, when you
add reality to the equation, lives
can be shattered in a heartbeat
— and all for what purpose?
To catch a criminal who in all
likeliness is guilty of little more
than stupidity? If that validates
putting innocent people, officers and would-be-criminals
in harm's way, then maybe it's
time we take Hollywood out of
the driver's seat, and start using
safer tactics.
Send comments to Andrew at
fandrew@bgsu.edu.
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Mature your music tastes

MW : /AMcreiCAN? HgARlKfr MOfZe PKOFAHITY

scream-until-my-high-schoolangst-is-gone music should not
be heard on campus
There are the rare cases
Opinion Columnist when student opinion and
good taste do coincide such as
The Postal Service, Death Cab
rhere are really only 10
For Cutie, well basically anyreasons why any student
thing with Ben Gibbard.
at the University should
Considering the lack of good
be watching TV: "24", "Scrubs",
The Office", "Seinfeld" re-runs, taste, 1 believe it is time for stuConan, "The Daily Show",
dents at the University to start
growing up. Obviously, physically
The Colbert Report", "Curb
Your Enthusiasm", "Da Ali G
the bodies of our student body
are mature.
Show''and for DVD/ videoThe other part about going
game purposes.
l-ct me borrow a line from
to college is experimenting and
expanding one's horizons. That
Jerry Seinfeld himself: "Who are
means trying new things, not just
these people?"
listening to whatever MTV proIn February. American Idol
grams you to download on your
killed the Winter Olympics in
the ratings. There were even coll-pod this week.
As educated members of
umns calling for the death of the
society, it is your duty to pursue
Winter Olympiad.
Why? So students could watch forms of art and entertainment
that should also be meaningful
mildly attractive people sing
and insightful.
snippets of bad pop songs to a
group of judges who consist of a
Group think plagues many
students and it never leads anywashed up pop star, a has-been,
and a talent-less, angry moron.
where good.
Sounds like a fun and viable
Look at the current top
albums on the Billboard chart. A
option compared to dangerDisney movie soundtrack is the
ous, fast-paced sports games
involving real skills and talents.
number one album, followed by
James Blunt, E-40and Ne-Yo?
And what's more, it's an interNot exactly the kind of artists
national competition.
It is not as if music tastes on
challenging tin- pillars of music.
campus are much better 50 cent, What's worse is that the number
Didacris, Kelly Clarkson, Shakira, one ring tone for cell phones
any Black Eyed Peas album after
is Nellie's "Grillz," because the
letter z is way more ghetto than
Behind the Front. Evanescence,
I inkin IMrk and any other 1-must- the letters.
GEORGE
VALKO

Arnold blasts border policy
ALAN
CALCATERRA

Opinion Columnist
This week Congress is
trying to pass legislation to try to improve
our border. This has been an
issue for years and the only
solution we seemed to have in
the past was to give amnesty
to illegal immigrants already
here, which is always a bad
idea because that does nothing but encourage more illegal
immigrants to come over and
wait for another amnesty.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger,
who emigrated to the U.S. from
Austria almost 40 years ago, has
been speaking out about immigration this past week and also
says that we should tighten our
border instead of grant amnesty.
"Granting citizenship to
people who are here illegally is
not just amnesty— it's anarchy,''
he said.
Schwarzenegger said the federal government is to blame for
not having secured borders and
that they have been bickering
over this issue for years.
1 believe we should tighten
up our border any way possible
because it's ridiculous how
many illegal immigrants come
in each day. If we don't tighten
up the border we will eventually get people we don't want in,
like terrorists.
Schwarzenegger also said,
"I'm not so much concerned
about a Mexican getting a job.
It's about the terrorists."
This has been an issue for
years, but still we don't have

a solution to this problem.
According to a newsmax.com
article, there were 1.2 million
arrests of would-be illegal
immigrants. That's an average
of one arrest every 30 seconds.
The Pew Hispanic Center
estimates that there are about
11.5 to 12 million illegal immigrants living in the U.S. and 56
percent of them are Mexican.
These stats show how big of a
problem this has become and
it's only getting worse.
I disagree with Bush's plan
to try to get work programs
for illegal immigrants because
they shouldn't be here in the
first place. If they want to come
here they should do what all
other legal immigrants do and
apply for citizenship and wait
because if they came here
illegally then they are breaking
the law.
Not all immigrants who cross
the bonier are trying to get
jobs: There are many who are
convicted felons that cross the
lxirder because they're trying to
avoid their trial.
Schwarzenegger also said to
increase visas when employers
cannot find American workers, which is a good solution
to the job problem. I think
Schwarzenegger is going in the
right direction with the border
and I think President Bush
should push for the same thing.
Congress is trying to approve
a couple of bills to try to make
our border safe. One bill is trying to turn illegal immigrants
into felons. This would be a
good way to deter people from
coming here illegally and would
be a good first step in securing
our border.

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

(xmgress also is thinking
about approving to build a high
tech security fence for a third of
the border to try to reduce illegal immigrants from crossing
the border.
Another bill being backed
by U.S. Senators John McCain,
R-Arizona, and led Kennedy,
D-Mass., will create a guest
workers program for illegal
immigrants, which could eventually lead to citizenship. That
sounds great but that will just
increase the illegal immigrants'
population because it's telling
them that if you cross our border illegally you will get a good
paying job.
This seems to be a slap to
the face of any immigrants that
came here legally and actually
went through the process. This
guest worker program for illegal
immigrants is just another way
to approve bad behavior.
I believe that we should
secure our borders and try to
deter people from crossing the
border illegally. If we secure our
border successfully then we
can stan worrying about these
guest worker programs.
Overall, the border isn't
safe from illegal immigrants
and we can have people like
criminals and terrorists crossing the border to cause harm
to our country.

■ MMmJtNf

Send comments to Alan at
acalcat&bgsti. edu.
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WANNA GET LUCKY?
j»
Now Playing
9 of 12
•«-* The Journey
-jlift. Fatboy Slim
Palookaville

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.
329 E. Wooster Street. #B - 3 BR apartment in a
house. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per
month plus utilities, deposit $620.00. Lease May
13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

Send comments to (kvrgeal
inlkogtp'bgsii.edii.

(KHBEf) (WWW

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers -1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

The song is about teeth
jewelry. The man has so much
money he has nothing better to
do With it than put diamonds in
his mouth. I think the world gets
it: You have money
I don't think the population
needs another song about how
much more money they have
than us regular folk.
Students, take some kind
of stand against had forms of
entertainment.
Do your best to find new
music. Indie music, music with
a message, music with social
commentary, or at least something interesting.
One good source for new
music is a Web site called
l1lcliforkniedia.com. Pitchfork
does have it's own problems: It
suffers from Indie arrogance.
However, they have lots
news, album reviews, interviews and even downloadable
tracks. Students can even use ii
as a news page, like I do. Read
about up and coming bands
and if they sound interesting,
go to the bands Web site to
check out more.
Put away your childish music
and step into the artistic world
of adults.
Because choosing not to
expand artistically is letting
the terrorists win and nobody
wants that.
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Three Ways to Get Lucky!
1. Win a FREE Apartment for a year
2. Win a $250.00 Best Buy Gift Card
■

.■

■

3. Win a $20.00 Wal-mart Gift Certificate

House For Rent
R14 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. lacross from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate com

/

Now Offering at the Enclave II:
9 month Short Term Lease

■—

Unfunished 4BR. 4 Bat $325.00

I/ '

No Deposit
ttons Apply

\

The Enclave I & II

\
(Formerly Sterling Enclave)
RKJ 706 Napoleon Rd.
J®
419-353-5100
www.collegeparkweb.com
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Three leaders discuss immigration
U.S., Mexican and
Canadian leaders
meet to build bonds
CANQJN, Mexico (API — With
Mexican I'resideni Vicente Fox
at his side, President Bush gave
Congress a long-distance push
yesterday to open the United
Stales to workers who have been
sneaking across the bonders to fill
low-paying jobs.
"We don't want people sneaking into our country that are
going to do jobs that Americans
won't do," Bush said at the end
of a private meeting with pox,
where the issue was on top of
the agenda. "We want them
coming in in an orderly way,
which will take pressure off both
our borders."
The meeting between the
Mexican and U.S. leaders came
on the first day of a two-day
North American summit that
also includes Canadian Prime

lOuardo Vereoio «P Photo
PROTESTING: A women with a Cuban flag shouts against the visit ot President Bush to Mexico in front ot
the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City, Mexico yesterday.

Minister Stephen Harper.
I larper. meeting with Bush for
the first time since taking office
two months ago with the promise of building stronger lies with
Washington, said the two coun-

tries are moving past their "tension" over Iraq.
Still, he took a combative
stance on their long-standing dispute over U.S. tariffs
on Canadian lumber, saying

Freed prisoners face stigmas
PRISONERS. FROM PAGE 2

"We want to take a practical
approach to re-entry, not a political one," he said, adding that
political motivations often negatively influence different aspects
of the prison system, and that
policies ought to be made based
on public safety.
Wilkinson agreed thai t he fear
of appearing to be soft on crime
can fuel policy makers and judges to administer harsher punishments and longer terms for
less serious crimes, especially
drug-related incidents.
"The war on drugs in many
ways has resulted indrugoffenders being treated more harshly
than other convicts." he said.
Both speakers—who are
considered authorities in their
field and are oflen cited in
related works—claimed that
it has not been an increase
in crime rate that has led to
so many imprisonments, but
rather stricter policies.
But Ohio seems to be handling the re-entry of its prisoners to society. Wilkinson said,
thanks to new legislation that
will eliminate restrictions on
where ex-cons can legally work
and in-depth analyses of every

individual prisoner's plight.
"Each prisoner's talents and
problems are evaluated to
determine the type of re-entry
program they'll undergo,"
Wilkinson said. "Wedoan awful
lot to prepare people to work,
to get a job, keep a job, support
their families, support themselves and make a contribution
to their community."
Lack of involvement in their
communities is often an obstacle that many ex-prisoners
encounter, both speakers said, as
a stigma is attached to those who
have served time.
Elections in particular disenfranchise former convicts,
Wilkinson said, as many states
don't allow them to vote. He
also claimed that if diis law were
reversed, die 600,000 ex-prisoners in Florida could have had a
considerable impact on die 2000
presidential election.
Associate criminal justice professor Maritui Williams found the
event very interesting and informative and was excited to learn
about Ohio's role in the national
debate over prisoner re-entry.
"They both brought up such
relevant points about our prison
system and the ways in which it
works," she said. "You can't read

Canada would "pursue all its
legal options" if he and Bush can't
work out an agreement.
But it was the immigration
debate, which has dominated the
U.S. Senate this week, that took

U.S. PRISON STATS
The latest infoimation available
on the nation's prisoners and
their re-entry into society was
provided at the presentation.

er, Mary Beth Carroll, later
told The Associated Press in
a qtdck phone call from her
home near Chicago.
Carroll grew up in Ann Arbor,
Mich., and graduated from the
University of Massachusetts in
1999 with a bachelor's degree
in journalism. She went to the
Middle East in 2002 after being
laid off from a newspaper job.
She had long dreamed of covering a war.
At her alma mater, the good
news spnead fast. Her journal-

research without encountering
what these men were talking
about. And 1 liked hearing about
how well Ohio does in reintroducing its prisoners to society.
Ohio's on the leading edge!"

BRIEFING
IHE BG KENS

center stage in talks conducted
in a beachfront resort surrounded by spring breakers. A new
immigration law could affect as
many as 6 million Mexicans living illegally in the United States
— about half of all those who
are estimated to have sneaked
in from other countries seeking new opportunities they can't
find at home.
Bush is pushing for a guest
worker program that would let
foreigners in low-paying jobs
stay temporarily, which Fox
says is a good first step toward
some form of legal status for all
Mexican illegal immigrants.
The issue has united the two
leaders, whose friendship was
strained over Fox's objections
to the war in Iraq. But immigration has divided Bush's
Republican party, with business interests who want cheap
labor battling conservatives
who want a get-tough policy
against illegal immigrants.

Freshman wins
award for essay

Gardening, grandparents
and homegrown success
earned
University
student
Emily West
a
$100
bookstore
gift
cerlifkatc in a
BGcX sponsored essay EMILY WEST
FRESHMAN
contest.
Thepaper
was entitled "Homegrown,"
The contest was specifically
for first-year students.
Second place winner was
('aillinMiekstyn, who earned
a $50 gift certificate, and
third place went to Madhan
Pilli, who received a $25 gift
certificate.

Bush on release: 'Thank God'
HOSTAGE, FROM PAGE 2

■ 90 - 95 percent ol all prisoners will eventually return to
society.
■ Over two million people are
incarcerated in the United
States.
■ The US has the largest per
capita incarceration rate of
any country in the worid.
■ The likelihood of a black man
being imprisoned is 1 in 3; a
Latino man's odds are 1 in 6;
and a white man's chances
are 1 in 16.
■ About 5 million felons cannot
vote in the US.
■ There are almost 46.000 prisoners in Ohio.
■ 7,000 of Ohio's prisoners
committed non-violent

BGNEWS

ism professors lauded her com- changed my life as a young
reporter."
mitment and passion.
Political leaders also reacted.
"Her journalism represents
President
Bush,
the best principles in
in Mexico, respondthe field," professor
ed to the news with
Karen List said.
the words: "Thank
Michael Busack, ediGod." Secretary of
tor of The Collegian,
State Condoleezza
said Carroll has been an
Rice expressed "great
inspiration to reporters
delight and great
working for the camrelief of the United
pus newspaper.
"I thought that this DLL CARROLL States, the people of
JOURNALIST
the United States and,
could have been me in a
I'm sure, the people of
few years," said Busack,
a senior. "She had enough guts the world at the release today
to face danger, (ill Carroll has of lill Carroll."

Cultural prejudice is a problem
SEXUALITY, FROM PAGE 1

ied human sexual behavior in
the late 1940s, there are levels
of sexual orientation.
"It's when society sees a lot
of these different things that
we get to the point where society doesn't know what to do
with us, they are confused by
us," Headley said. "Society is
very big on putting people into
boxes."

Headley closed his presentation with this quote, one of
his favorites from a journalist
named Randy Shilts: "Cultural
prejudice has not only succeeded in making most heterosexuals hate gays; it has
succeeded in making most gay
people hate themselves."
Most of the audience
members were there to meet
requirements for classes.
Ilanna Bushman, a freshman

studying Special Education,
was one of them.
"I have to attend 2 classes
and this is one I could make,"
she said.
Josh Lunsford, a sophomore
majoring in criminal justice,
was at the talk for his class in
American Culture Studies.
"A lot of people don't really
see what's going on," he said.
"I can use what I learned here
in my life."

Player stresses that success can come from nowhere
BASEBALL. FROM PAGE 1

league player in history to do so.
1 lis speech, arranged by Vision,
addressed an audience from all
walks of life.
Bean realized his sexual orienta-

tion at 28.1 le said if anyone's past
represented a case against the idea
of people choosing which gender
they are attracted to, his did.
The step-son of a Roman
Catholic Marine, exposure to the
reality of alternative lifestyles for
Bean was nonexistent.

"Every night my family would
say a prayer and my dad would
tell a fag joke to make sure we were
tough." Bean said.
He ended hts 9-year marriage
when he fell in love with a man.
Paranoid that his secret would be
exposed, he enforced strict rules

around die home diey shared for
three years. He required his partner to never answer the phone
and keep the front door closed at
all times.
It was an open door that
would alert Bean to something
being wrong.
He discovered his partner on the
floor of their kitchen stricken widi
a 106 degree temperature due to a
burst pancreas.
Hushing with his partner to seek
medical help. Bean drove past a
hospital he and his teammates
had previously visited out of fear
of being recognized.
His partner died at a hospital 26
miles farther away.
Bean played baseball the
next day.
"I didn't even ask if I could lake

a day off to go lo the funeral,"
Bean said.
His mounting fear of being discovered later drove him away from
his lifelong dneam of making it into
the Baseball Hall of Fame.
"I was mnning away," Bean
said.
An article on a rcstaurani he
planned to open exposed his
secret when he didn't deny allegations dial he was gay. The news
spread like wild fire, appearing on
die front page of The New York
Times and leading to an interview
widi Diane Sawyer.
Bean remained hesitant to
accept the tide of role model until
a chance encounter with ludy
Shepherd, mother of the murdered gay college student Matthew
Shepherd, inspired him to lake an

active role.
"I realized how selfish I was
being" Bean said.
His announcement brought
with it support from the colleagues
and family members he once most
feared discovering his secret.
Bean challenged the audience
to realize that even though their
lives may take a different path
than they planned, sometimes
thai can lead to even greater
accomplishments.
"You can never underestimate
the power you have," Bean said.
I le acknowledged the members
of die University campus who are
open, saying he wished he could
have lived in a similar environment
when he attended college.
"It's a heroic place to be emotionally." Bean said.
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mtvU calls for
amateur films
By Mike Robinson
■EPOITCI

The MTV Movie Awards have
given viewers the chance to see
film stars come together to celebrate mainstream filmmaking.
MTV and mtvU are now in collaboration to honor student filmmakers from campuses across
the country.
The two networks have
created the mtvU Student
Filmmaker Award, which will
be presented at the MTV Movie
Awards this summer.
Student filmmakers on college
campuses have the opportunity
to submit their bodies of work to
mtvU. Network organizers will
sift through the submissions and
choose five finalists.
The finalists' films will be shown
on mtvU Uber, the network's
online broadband channel, and
the winner will be chosen by visitors to mtv.com or mtvU.com.
"mtvU has always been an incubator for new talent and expressing ideas." said mtvU Head of
Programming, Ross Martin. "Wfe

have an incredible audience
around the country every year."
The winner of the mtvU Student
Filmmaker Award will be flown to
Ixis Angeles for the MTV Movie
Awards, and will be able to'film
their experience at the ceremony.
mtvU will then air the video to
give viewers an inside look into the
world of award shows.
"I get to run programming for
7 million students," Martin said.
"The students are actually creating
this channel from the inside out."
The Internet is becoming a terrific showcase for independent
cinema, especially for student
filmmakers. Sites like YouTube,
com allow film and video makers to post their work on the
site. MySpace.com has also created a site for filmmakers called
MySpace Film.
Marketing independent films Ls
extremely difficult, but now filmmakers can utilize the internet to
get a fan base and receive attention for their films.

By Emily Rippe

On Sunday, a Columbus-based
indie alternative band, The Iry,
played music "for the kids" at the
end of Dance Marathon, a 32-hour
fund raising event.
Their performance for die
Children's Miracle Network is not
thefirsttimeThelryhas played for
a worthy cause.
Formed in 2000, The Iry has previously played in AIDS Rock Ohio
and a 9/11 benefit concert.
"We like to play a lot of benefit shows," said drummer Jordan
Lothes, a University undergrad
and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
member. "Dance Marathon
offered to pay us, but there was
no way we were going to take a
part of the charity money."
The crowd of dancers, moralers,
campus organizations and children included fraternity brothers
and fans of lire Iry, Nik lyons and
lason Clever, who were singing
along to every song on the set list.
"It's cool when one of your best
friends is in a band that actually rocks," Lyons said. "The Iry
is the epitome of all that is good
in music"
The excited fans had an exceptional perception of the band, perhaps because of their relationship.
"We are their groupies," Clever
said. "We've spent dose to $500
in gas money to support the band
we fell in love with at first sight."
The "groupies" have followed
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If you walk into Howard's Club H
Saturday night and hear a crowd
singing along to Nirvana's "Heart
Shaped Box," don't worry, you're not
1 in a time warp.
And don't bother to glance at the

mini

Tife

calendar of events

9:00 Tonight
Howard's Club H will open its doors
for Dead to Fall, Evolotto and A
Saturday Night Drive By. Tickets are
$5 at the door.
930 foniRht
UAO will be showing "Good Night,
and Good Luck" for the Popular
Movie Series in the Union Theater.
The event is free to the public.
8 p.m. Tomorrow

3-5 p.m. Sunday
229 Olscamp will be having a
workshop on the topic of sex in college. Pizza and pop will be served.
7-9:30 p.m. Sunday
The Fine Arts Center Galleries and
the Bowen-Thompson Student
Union Galleries will bring an end to
the BFA Senior Thesis Exhibitions.
For more information on the
exhibits, contact Gallery Director
Jacqueline S. Nathan at (419) 3728525.
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stage to look for the late great Kurt
Cobain either, because neither he.

I

nor his former Nirvana band members, will be 00 stage.
Instead the band you will

hear is

Treysuno, a local band out of Toledo that
will be putting on the third straight April

I

mini

Fools' show at Howard's Club II.
The tradition was started in 200-1 by lustin
Hemminger, lead singer of Ireysuno, and the
idea was to play a whole set list posing as
another band.
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"This is something that as a band we
were kickingaround the ideaforsome
"A

lime," Hemminger said "'Acini:;!
nally wanted to do a 1 lalloween
^^

thine with costumes and play
as another band as a joke,
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and finally the opportu-

"A

nity came up to play on
April Fools' Day so we

1

seta

By Kick Carrabme

1

The Iry across Ohio
"The furthest we've traveled to
see them is three hours to Miami
University in Oxford," Clever said.
The band has also played
multiple shows at unique venues with musicians they respect
and admire.
"We once opened for Red
Wanting Blue at the Newport
Music Hall in Columbus," Lothes
said. "And another time we played
a big show at the Rock and Roll
I lall of Fame in Cleveland for a
crowd of about 1,000 people."
Other bands The Iry has performed with include The Shout
Out Louds and Ekoostik Hookah.
Though the band finds merit in
playing for charities, their favorite
part of playing shows is meeting
new people.
"I like the shows where we get
to hang out with fans and other
bands," Lothes said. "We don't
care about the money because it's
really about having a good time
and getting exposure."
That indifference toward profit
is embodied in their untitled sixtrack EP, which they gave for free
to people after the concert.
Stefan Schwartz, keyboardist and lead singer, invited the
crowd to talk with the band after
the show.
I
Note The Iry is now on lour. They
will be performing tomorrow night
at Miami Uniuersity of Ohio.
For more information on tour
dales, visit wwwtheiry.com.

7-9:30 p.m. Tomorrow
The Eva Marie Saint Theater will
be hosting "How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying."
The production runs tomorrow,
Thursday and all next weekend.
For more information, or to order
tickets, call the box office at (419)
372-2719.

Local bands cover '90s groups for
April Fools day at Howard s Club H

I

MTVU, PAGE 8

The Iry rocks out
'for the kids,' charity
REPORTER
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last yeai played
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to play as Nirvana
after another band
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year they decided
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as trie rixies in 2004,
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dropped out of the bill
that were originally going to
play as Nirvana.
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The Iry

"Tristram
Shandy"

CHECKING YOUR
"VITALS

ly Jessica Zanumpa
R EPOfilc R

This week the Pulse checks the
vitals of Eric Wagner, a former
University mascot.
Year: Senior
Major: Business and Marketing
Education
The Great Divide

Spike Lee

Wind-up Hm>nls
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The former lead singer of the
renowned band Creed, Scon
Siapp. makes Mis solo debui on
his record, The deal Divide.
The album is extremely reminiscent of Creeds sound, so if
yon were a fan of the band or
of Stapp's unique voice, this is ,i
great find.
Despite many of the criticisms
Stapp has recently been faced
With his menial issues causing
the breakup Of the former hand,
his attitude comes across very
admirably on this record.
It's apparent he has dealt with
his troubles through writing
music, as heard in lyrics such as
"No Victims/ Ihese choices were
all mine/UKiking wHnin/These
scars will heal.with time/There's
DO excuse for weakness, selfishness or compromise."
His strong faith is also
observable through his lyrics
and soulful vocals, such as "So
here I stand alone again/With
one eye open/I'm a broken
man/Life flashed before my
eyes/Bui I'm alive''
The record begins suddenly
widi the guitar-filled and intense
scream/sing sounds of "Reach
Out.'' continues on in a roller
coaster ride of slow versus rockier tracks, and eventually concludes with the spiritual sounds

n

Spike lees latest film "The
Inside Man" is unlike anything
that he has ever done before. It's
an intricate crime thriller that
has almost no Haws in it. which
is refreshing to see.
The cast of The Inside Man"
is the strongest point of the
film, featuring some of the best
actors working in movies today,
featuring such greats as Denzel
Washington ("Training Day"),
ftxlic hosier ("I lighlplan"), and
Clive Owen ("Closer").
Denzd is great, as usual, as
he leads the cast as Det. Frazier
who is called in to help with
the hostage situation in a hank
that is lead by the mysterious
Dahon Itussell (played perfectly
by Owen), and at the same time
dealing a power broker (Foster)
looking keep hidden the secrets
of a high powered city official,
played by the great Christopher
Mummer ("The Sound of
Music"), thai arc locked away
inside the bank.
The plot cleverly twists through
the events of the story and keeps
the audience guessing as to what
is going to happen next, all the
way up to its conclusion.
The only real weak point
of "The Inside Man" is that it
doesn't explore the bank robbers
enough. After the movie is over.
the audience is left with a lot of
of "Broken."
The Gnat Divide plays host to unanswered questions.
While this is one of the
a mixture ol heavier signaturesounding selections such as flaws the movie has, il isn't big
"light Song'' and the self-titled enough to take away from the
track " I he (ireal Divide.'" along film as a whole.
With its Intriguing plot and
with the slower meaningful ballads thai always end up being great cast, "The Inside Man" is
a refreshing thriller in a world
my personal favorites.
The album definitely succeeds where it seems like all of die
a) pleasing irs listeners as Stapp movies ihal come out are just
keeps the sounds of the former the same rehashed junk over
(teed legacy live.
and over again.
—loe Qtimintfuiin

—Stmih Moore

noific
Beladona

Michael Winterbottom
Baby (!ow Pnxluclions
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Hometown: Carey, Ohio
What do you plan to do with
your major? Originally I wanted
to teach, but now 1 think I want
to be an admissions counselor.
At this point, it's up in the air.

SdfKecordiil

"Tristram Shandy: A Cock and
Bull Story" is a tunny film about
all the little things in life that get
in the way.
Laurence Sterne wrote a
novel in the 1760s called "The
Life and Opinions of Tristram
Shandy. Gentleman" that was
later dubbed "unfilmable" for its
chaotic narrative.
It centered on one man trying to tell his life story only to
be constantly intcmipted. This
British film, directed by Michael
Winterbottom, follows the starof
a film production, Steve Coogan.
who is trying to film Sterne's
novel only to have continued
interruptions in his own life.
The story is comical and welltold, interweaving a period piece
film with a modem day "This is
Spinal Tap'-style main story.
The performances are excellent with many of die actors
dividing their time between their
"movie" role and their exaggerated real life characters.
(»ming from a film buff, the
behind-the-scenes filmmaking
Story line was most appealing.
It captures the feel of a movie
set and its people very well.
There always seems to be a lot
of organized chaos dial happens during film shoots, for the
Tristram Shandy" story, one that
is about the chaos in each of our
lives, the film is set perfectly.
A problem might be in the
humor of die film that features
a lot of verbal gags and awkward
character interactions. It is relatable to the television series, "The
Office", another originally British
product, which might not be
everyone's choice of humor.
Bottom Line; This is not a film
for everyone, but if you arc interested then you'll probably like it.

The Iry put a lot of effort into
their first full-length album,
Beladona, which took the band
120 hours to produce.
And while they recorded it in
drummer Ionian Lotties' basement, it doesn't sound like it
from the album's 15 professionalsounding tracks.
Powered by two electric guitars, a bass guitar, a keyboard
and a variety of percussion
instruments, including bongos,
congas and djembe, The Iry
bears a resemblance to bands
like Ouster, New Radicals, Ben
folds and Ooldplay.
But the band still manages
to rind their own unique sound
among today's famous artists.
Singer/keyboardist Stefan
Schwartz delivers each song's
message with incredible passion, while the rest of the band
provides perfect harmonies in
the background.
Mentionable tracks include
the somber "No Cry," "Someday,
I will," "Sorry" and "Esra," as
well as the more carefree
"Reprise" and "Strange Times."
The Iry's lyrical content
is typical for a band of 18-to
21-year old guys—girls, heartbreak, growing up, the ocean
and having fun.
Sometimes the band has
too much fun, as they get carried away with the jamming
and start to repeat choruses
too often.
But there are no other flaws
in Beladona.
A line in "Em" asks the question, "If you could have anything, is it me?"
Well Stefan, I don't know
you that well, but if the readers
could buy any album, it should
be Beladona by The Iry.

What's your dream job? To
be somewhere in Student Life
here, like the assistant dean or
something. I want to work in the
Student life Office here at BG.
What are you involved with
on campus? I was Freddie
last year. I'm the Assistant
Director of Homecoming for
next year. I'm with the Student
Alumni Connection and I was
the Alumni Relations Chair for
Dance Marathon. I'm aLso a
campus tour guide.
Why those organizations?
They're a lot of fun. They're great
ways for me to give back to the
University. Oh, and school spirit
and you get a lot of free clothes.
What's your favorite organization? I'd have to say being
Freddie last year, but that's
done, so I'd have to say now
Homecoming. Homecoming
after Freddie. Being Freddie was
the best.
What's your favorite TV show?
"The Simpsons."
Do you have any nicknames?
Wagz.

COVER SHOW, FROM PAGE 7

ing," llemminger said. "Once
the other band dropped out
we decided that we should do
Nirvana, because growing up we
all loved them. lor me and Eric,
our bass player, Nirvana is one
of the reasons we decided to play
music in die first place."
llemminger says picking the
bands they choose to play as is
not always as easy of a process as
one may think
. "It's a process that usually
involves a lot of arguing, and
also a process that involves some
really good ideas that turn into
some really stupid ideas," he said.
"We usually try to pick bands that
we grew up listening to and were
influenced by."
Hemminger says playing
cover songs gives the audience
some familiarity with popular
music, instead of just playing
their own stuff that a lot of people may not know.
"I think it's a treat to do this
for people," he said. "I think that
die normal crowds of local music
enjoy that we change it up and
give diem something that they
are used to."
Hemminger also realizes playing cover songs can backfire too.
"It is borderline nervewracking to try and replicate another
band's sound. Generally we are
dealing with bands thai people
hold very dear to their hearts and
if you screw up their music then
you are in trouble."
loining Ireysuno on Saturday
night will be three other local

h20 screens film for awareness
Campus organization
hosts film depicting
atrocities in Uganda
By Nick Carrabine

ated with a degree in film from
the University of Southern
California. The students decided to take a trip-to Africa to find
a story that has not been told,
according to Matthew McClure,

REPORTER

h20 staff member.

Every now and then something
as simple as a film can really
open die eyes of a lot of people
and raise awareness of some of
the horrible things going on in
today's world. Usually, it's always
the same old story. Tonight,
however, a different story will
he told.
At 7 p.m.. in the Union ballroom, h20 will be showing
invisible Children." which is a
documentary film that captures
some of the human atrocities
that arc currently taking place
in Uganda.
The documenlary was made
l>\ three students who gradu-

'They first went up to Kenya
but didn't find anything there
and in a wild and crazy turn of
events, they met a woman who
informed them of some human
atrocities that were occurring
towards children in Northern
Uganda." McClure said. "So
these three students drove to
Uganda and filmed a Story that
has not yet been told."
The story is haunting and disturbing
In northern parts of Uganda,
children, ages seven to seventeen, are being kidnapped at
night by members of the fords
Resistance Army and are being

Brand New for Fall '06
321 South Mercer Road

trained to recruit more members.
"Basically, the children are
going to bed at night widi no
security and late at night the
LRA come to kidnap them,"
McClure said. "The LRA like to
recruit children, because they
are easier to brainwash."
The film documents how
the children are abducted and
then trained to the LRA. The
IJIA eventually sends these children back to die communities
and are forced to recruit more
children, and if people do not
cooperate, they are eitiicr killed
or forced to watch others get
tortured to death.
The three students who made
the film have interviewed some
of the kids who escaped the
army and they talk about the
tragedies in the documentary.
Since the students made the
film, they are trying to start
a movement. They have
trained a bunch of other
members to represent the
movement and send them
around the country to show

the film and talk about what
is going on. They have even
shown the film to some very
important groups of people,
according to McClure.
"They are starting a real powerful movement," he said, "The
film has been shown to committees of the United States congress and also to committees
of the United Nations. Finally
some actions arc being done
against these atrocities."
Stephanie Denore, h20 staff
member, originally brought this
documentary to the anention of
other members of ti20. When
she saw it, she realized it would
benefit Bowling Green to show
this film.
"I got a hold of the documentary and I figured this would be
a good way to raise awareness
about what is going on," she
said. "This documentary really
captures the violent atmosphere
and the atmosphere in general
for these children. There is footage of children carrying guns
FILM, PAGE 9
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What's your favorite movie?
"Wedding Crashers."
In a movie of your life, who
would play you and why? Adam
Sandier. He's funny, crazy, but
he's had serious roles too. He's
funny but serious when he
needs to be and that's how I am
too
What do you do in your free
time? Hang out in the Org
Suite and waste a lot of time on
Faccbook I don't really have a
lot of free time, but that's what I
do when I have some.
Where do you see yourself in
10 years? Hopefully employed. I
would like to see myself here as
a college administrator or teaching at a the high school level
somewhere.

bands. Sangsam will be performing as Beck, The Press Gang will
be performing as Marvin Gaye
and An Empty Case will be perfonning as Pearl lam.
Jeremy Rober, the lead singer
of An Empty Case, also enjoys
playing these kinds of shows.
"It's a lot of fun stepping into
someone else's shoes and acting
like another band every once in
a while." Rober said. "It's really
wonderful that everyone knows
all the songs, and that makes
everyone really get into it."
An Empty Case has played
along ireysuno each of the past
two years at the April Fools' show.
In 2004 they replicated Alice in
Chains, last year they played as
the Foo Fighters, and this year
they will be performing as Pearl
lam because according to Rober,
"Everyone loves I'earl lam."
Rober, like llemminger, said
he gets nervous playing another band's material, but he is
just as nervous playing his own
band's material.
"It is nervous both ways because
you are nervous about playing
another band's material just
because you don't want to screw
it up," he said. "As for our own
stuff, I am nervous just because
we want people to like our songs.
When you play another band's
songs, we already know people
like them, it's just really a matter
of not screwing them up."
Doors open at 9 p.m., and
music will start promptly at
10 p.m. Admission is $5; ages
18 and over are welcome with
proper I.D.
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•ONLY 2 blocks from campus
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

How did you get that? I got that
by my janitor in high school. My
roommates here started calling
me that and it just caught on.

Bands cover the
classics tomorrow

—Emily Rippe

—Jennifer Kuhn

ERIC WAGNER
SENIOR

1
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Atrocities shown
in documentary

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

A CURLING STUDENT
By Mart Manning
REPORIER

After the success of the U.S. men's
and women's curling team in the
Torino Olympics, the sport has
gained popularity and has become
a household name.
Here at BG. several people are
trying to revive the sport by setting
up community clubs and teaching
a course on the fundamentals that
are involved in this rare sport
Dr. Mike McKay, an associate
professor of biological science,
is offering students in his aiding course the experience that is
shared throughout the world.
It's been called shuffleboard on
ice, bur wiih elements of chess,
he said, "there's so much srrategy
... and there's a misconception of
physical excursion."
McKay starred curling at a
young age after watching his farher
play for several years in southern
Ontario He spenr a lot of rime on
the ice, getting involved in hockey
MjllManninj BGNem
and learning to play competitive
curling in high school. After his CURLIN': Mike McKay, a professor of biological sciences, stays athletic
years in Onrario, he wanted to from the sport curling. McKay also offers a curling class to students.
expand his horizons and rake his
tain who is rhe mosr knowledgeteachings when there was curling. in the 1968-69 year.
McKay took the curiing position able and most strategic directing
"In Canada, you take it for granred," he said, "1 moved to the U.S. in in 1999, after years where curling the shots. The game is played in
91', purposefully locared ro areas was nol taught to students, and innings, where both teams shot
every year that followed the course two stones trying ro score by placso I could curl."
ing their stone closest to the tee
This eventually led him lo BG, fills up within days of regisrration.
Today, McKay walks his class of or center than the other opposwhere curling rinks have always
occupied the southern wing of the 24 students, rhrough the funda- ing stones. Fach team alternates
Ice Arena since its creation in Feb. mentals and proper etiquette of between sweeping and shooting,
and usually the skip shots last,
10.1967. The rink consisred of four the game.
Curiing is played with four McKay said.
sheers or courts of ice and a lou nge
The sweeping method takes
for spectators. The Bowling Green members ro a ream — one shootCurling Club was then chartered er, rwo sweepers and a skip or cap- debris off rhe ice rliar was caused

by the stones, and creates friction,
guiding the srones path. If you
she ii too hard off rhe hack line, it's
very difficult to slow down rhe
speed of the stone.
"You can get an extra 15 feet with
sweeping," he said, adding ir also
helps in guiding the stone's line.
After a few weeks of the course,
"you can capture the mechanics
pretty quick." he said, the game is
mostly strategy — something you
develop over years of playing.
1 teach to slide out of the hack
with a rock." he said, adding that
conditioning and safety are also
important to rhe game. "It's not if
you fall |on the icc| but when you
fall, and I teach you to keep your
head off rhe ice."
McKay's passion for curling
reaches beyond BG. being the
co-chairman of rhe annual "Grear
Lakes Regional Tournament,"
bringing in colleges from Michigan.
Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee and
Kenhicky to compere in rhe rournamenr. BG is frequently a destination for this event
Off the ice, he teaches marine
biology and performs research in
tl Kir field.
"I haven't been playing that
much in recent years, my research
has become my life," he said.
Wirh rhe success of rhe curling course, McKay hopes that
another section will open, giving more students the opportunity to curl. Intramurals of rhe
sport has also achieved more
players in recent years, proving that students are becoming
more interested in rhe sport.

CRAWLING TOWARD SUCCESS

PUr, FROM PAGE 8

and children sleeping ourside.
They can'r even go to school
because rhey are hiding from
theLRA."
McClure, as well as Denote,
hopes that by showing this film,
rhe audience will feel compelled ro try and help out or at
least gain attention of what is
f happening in other countries.
"College is a place where sludenrs learn a lor and students
become globally conscious
and aware of what is going on,"
McClure said. "We want to raise
awareness for people and we
wan! students to get involved.

MTVU, FROM PAGE 7

movement and responded."

my film." Ingles said. "Hie benefits would be exposure and the
development deal. It could lead

anticipated number of new teacher* we'll hire
this > LM r due lo growth

38,500

minimum Mailing \alaiv tot mir first war teacher.

72

number of schools where you can choo>c lo work.
each with Us o*n culture, style and feeling

Yes!
35
top 5
April 4

281-985-6314

Is it spelled "Ribeau?"
Are you sure?
Really sure?
Come copy edit, thenews@bgnews.com

jn-vu'f b .Jo we taw -i tojMMNch fflflUpnhlp pragma
advancement ifponunilics. a strong Mipport system .ind
arc others from my area teaehmi! in Aktine
number of unrversilics, including yours, that send u»
student teachers each semester
national ranking according to the pmtigious
Broad Foundation
date we'll he interviewing at BGSli Job l-air
the number to call lor an mien lew to learn how >uu
can be in the clawixmi ilu> fall

3£) Aldine School District
- -4

tfler Hours: 281-985- 7278

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2006
Staffs
•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
• Copy Editors
• Opinion Columnists
• Photographers
NEWS
•Graphic Designers

BG

Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

t

for

information.
"I hope that a ton of people
come because this really is one
of the greatest human atrocities
that I have heard during my
lifetime." he said ir would lx'
awesome if the Bowling Green
community rallied behind rhis

Martin, and other organizers of mtvU are hoping rhe new IO a career in doing something
award will Inspire students to I love."
send in films.
Emily Berens, University
"mtvU has been the launching sophomore and treasurer of the
pad for careers," Martin said.
University Film Organization,
The winner of the student also enjoys the idea ot die siu
filmmaker award will receive a dent filmmaker award.
development deal with mrvi)
"I think that a competition
ro create new material for the like rhis would be a good way
network. Very few film competi- to make contacts," Berens said.
tions give away an official job "Contacts an1 crucial lo finding a
as a prize, which could attract job in the 'reel' world."
many seniors in need of a job
With the power and Influence
after graduation.
that MIV holds in pop culture,
Universiry sophomore Mark the student filmmaker award
Ingles, who is in pre-produc- can jump start the career of a
tion of a shon film, is Inter- young filmmaker.
ested in the mrvU Student
The deadline lor film submisFilmmaker Award.
sions is April 3. and the guide
"I might as well try it to submit lines arc available at mtvU.com.

s

lordan Flower BGNem

Invislblechlldren.com)

mtvU seeks movies

600

REACHING: Levi J. Vladiff. playing "Finch" in "How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying" reaches for success in the criticallyacclaimed play. 'How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying' opens tonight and will continue to run next weekend.

We encourage students to get
rhe word out and join this
movement."
McClure encourages all Students ro attend the event but
would like to poinl our tiiar if
Students do not attend, at least
check out the Web site (www.

>

BG SPORTS

RIGHT TRACK: MICKELSON ATOP BELL SOUTH. WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BRIEFING
TH! BG HEWS
Ebersbach joins BG
football staff

FRIDAY

David llbersbach. formerly
of Hanover (College. has b«'n
named Director of Football
Operations at the University.
Kbcrsbach, who earned a
master's degree in developmental kinesiology from
BGSU in 2003. will monitor
the Falcons' academic needs,
organize preseason camp and
team travel, organize special
events and coordinate facility
usage, among other duties.

Progress
being made
in replacing
ADKrebs

March 31,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Larranaga: A Falcon at first
George Mason coach led BG to three NIT berths in 90 s
By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

With just one month remaining of Paul Krebs's stint as
BGSU's director of athletics
and vice president for student affairs, the search for his
replacement has begun as the
University looks into hiring a
search firm in charge of the
hiring process for the school's
12th director of athletics.
Krebs, who was named
director of athletics at the
University of New Mexico
on March 13, will be stepping down after seven years
at the end of April to assume
his new duties. After assuming his director of athletics
role on March 15, 1999, Krebs
was instrumental in helping
the athletic program's image
as he brought on not only big
advancements with facilities
and marketing of the teams
in the department, but also
brought the school more of an
institutionalized viewpoint.
"He had a very keen sense
of where athletics fits into an
academic institution." said
Edward Whipple, BGSU vice
president for student affairs.
"He understands how athletics interfaces with the academic programs and I think
he was very successful in
promoting the importance
of the scholar athlete — our
rankings in the MAC (MidAmerican Conference! academically were right up there
at the top and a lot of the credit
goes to Paul's leadership in
articulating that."
Those same leadership
qualities will be what BG will
be lookingforintheirnew candidate for director of athletics
as they hope to have them in
office sometime in early May.
University President Sidney
Ribeau is currently in the
process of reviewing different
REPLACEMENT. PAGE II

Linda Spiders AP photo

TWO MORE: George Mason basketball coach Jim Larranaga talks to his team during a practice Tuesday
in preparation for this weekend's Final Four. Larranaga coached at BGSU from 1986-1997.

For seasoned BGSU basketball
fans, there is a familiar face heading to Indianapolis this weekend for the NCAA Final !<>ur.
Unfortunately, the face will be
surrounded by green and gold
rather than orange and brown.
Former Falcon basketball
coach )im larranaga is now in
his ninth season as head coach
of George Mason. The Patriots
beat Connecticut on Sunday
84-82 in overtime to reach the
Final Four for the first time in
school history.
An 11 -seed, George Mason beat
Michigan State to open the tournament. In addition to knocking
off a perennial power house, the
victory was also the team's first
ever in the NCAAs.
They followed die win by
knocking off defending national
champion North Carolina. The
Patriots then topped Wichita
State to reach the Elite Eight.
They picked off three of the past
six national champions in a matter of nine days, plus a tough
Wichita State squad.
On Selection Sunday the
Patriots were not even sure they
had a ticket to the big dance. Now
the team is two wins away from
being crowned as the best team
in the nation.
In his 11-year career at BG
from 1986 to 1997, larranaga
accumulated 170 wins, which is
second in school history. Perhaps
one of his greatest feats at BG
was in 1990 when the Falcons
were able to knock off Michigan
State, which was ranked fifth in
the nation at the time. He also led
the Falcons to NIT berths in 1990,
'91 and '97.
Known as a player's coach,
Larranaga gathers a lot of praise
from his own players who look
to him for support among other
things. During his time at BG he
was able to make a special bond
with standout player Antonio
Daniels, now a member of the
Washington Wizards of the NBA.

8y Colin Wilson
REPORTER

*•»! Crowm
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BALANCE: Jessica Guyer goes through her beam routine during a meet
this season. The Falcons struggled to a sixth-place finish in the MAC
this year due to injuries and bad luck.

Excuses are not anything the
BGSU gymnastics team is familiar with, so they don't want to
make any for the season that
they had.
It was a season full of highs
and lows for a team whose
coaching staff believes has the
most talent in the Mid-American
Conference. It did not necessarily appear that way as they finished sixth both in the standings
and at the conference meet
"1 believe we have the deepest team in the MAC," said
BG coach Dan Connelly. "To
finish that low does not show
that and this coaching staff
expects more."
Columbus was the first stop
for the team this season. They
faced off against Kent State
and Ohio State in the All-Ohio
Championships. A third place
finish was not what they were
looking for but they used the
meet to work out any kinks they
had at the time
The team then came home
and won their next two meets
against Central Michigan .and
Illinois State. The team's confidence was running high as
they headed into a meet against
Northern Illinois.

That meet may have turned
the tables on the Falcons season. A pair of injuries and a
controversial do-over allowed
for NIU made for a Falcon loss
and things more or less went
downhill from there.
"It was more like Murphy's
Law was in effect all year If it
could go wrong it did," Connelly
said. "I've never seen so many
crazy things happen in a season
in my life. We don't want to ever
repeat that."
BG pressed on without four
bars competitors. Injuries to
Candice Deacon (knee), MarieEve Boisvert (knee), Sakura
Tomita (ankle) and Ashlee de
Leeuw (ankle) left the Falcons
extremely short-handed on
the uneven bars. The return
of de leeuw after a few weeks
helped, but could not make up
for everyone.
lacque Bernhardt missed a
few meets as well due to different circumstances and Jessica
Guyer competed all season
with a stress fracture in her
back that limited her during
certain weeks.
The NIU meet was followed
by five straight weeks of road
meets. The team experienced
some shakiness. Injuries forced
the team to find a new identity and it took more than a
week to do so. By the time they
found a lineup that worked
they had reached their fourth
straight road meet at Kent. They

WINS: Larranaga was 170-144
in 11 years at BGSU
HONORS: He was the 1997
MAC Coach of the Year
POSTSEASON: Three NIT berths

"The idea is always to build
a relationship between player and coach, simply because
you spend so much time with
each other trying to accomplish
the same things, but this goes
beyond that," Daniels said. "I
still speak with Coach every
week, and I know how great of
a person he is and how much he
deserves everything he's getting
right now."
One thing people have talked about is the happiness that
Larranaga expresses bodi in the
locker room and on the bench. I le
was said to have done the "running man" dance after a game and
sung the "Mission: Impossible"
theme song to his team during
the Connecticut game.
"He has been dancing ever
since I have known him," Daniels
said. "He is a happy coach, a
happy guy, and it is great to see
him embrace the moment."
Larranaga' left BG after the
1996-97 season which saw BG
win 22 games, receiving an NTT
berth. Although BG was returning
10 players, he could not say 'no' to
the Patriots.
"It was a school that was very
committed to basketball and
they did not have a football
or hockey program to fund,"
Larranaga said.
After coaching as an assistant
under Terry Holland at Virginia,
larranaga came to BG in 1986. He
certainly didn't hesitate to say BG
was a good learning experience
for him as a coach.
"When I first came in as a head
coach I thought I had learned a
lot at Virginia," Larranaga said.
EXPERIENCE, PAGE 11

Season to be forgotten for BGSU gymnastics
Anything that could
have gone wrong did,
said Coach Connelly

JIM LARRANAGA AT BG

would lose the meet but it was a
good performance.
"We had a few low points this
season, losing people and losing
meets we didn't want to lose,"
said junior Jillian Stranges.
After a small setback at William
and Mary, the Falcons would
return home for a St. Patrick's
Day meet. The luck of the Irish
may have been on BG's side
as it turned in its highest score
of the season against Eastern
Michigan as the home crowd
bid the Falcon seniors farewell.
BG hopes to have a few less
injuries next season. They have
depth but could only do so
much. The gymnasts, for each
event may not have been suited
to do every event they had done
had the team been full healthy.
"The deeper you have to dig
in the depth chart the weaker the quality is going to be of
what you're getting out of it,"
Connelly said.
One thing the Falcons can
do is look forward to bringing
back a close-knit experienced
squad next year. Seven juniors
will become seniors and bring
a strong core of leadership to a
team which was a mix of youth
and experience this season.
"We have a lot of underclassmen on this team but it's the end
of the season now and 1 think
they've really caught on and
stepped up," said senior Jessica
Guyer."' think it should be really
good for them next year."

Bonds to be
investigated
for steroids
by MLB
By Ronald Blum
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Baseball began
its investigation yesterday into
alleged steroid use by Barry Bonds
and others, and the head of the
inquiry immediately came under
attack because of his close ties to
the sport
In the wake of a searing book
about Bonds, commissioner Bud
Selig appointed former Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell
— and currently a director of the
Boston Red Sox — to lead the
investigation.
The probe initially will be limited to events since September
2002, when the sport banned
performance-enhancing drugs,
but Mitchell has the authority to
expand it
Selig said Mitchell's report win
be made public but didn't set a
timetable By then, Bonds may well
have passed Babe Ruth's homerun mark on the way toward Flank
Aaron's all-time record.
"The goal here is to determine
facts, not engage in supposition,
speculation, rumor or innuendo,"
Selig said
Whatever the findings, it will
be hard to penalize anyone for
BONDS, PAGE II
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New AD faces cuts
REPLACEMENT. FROM PAGE 10

proposals from various search
firms thai specialize in athletic
searches. The search will be
conducted by invitalion.
"I'm always amazed ai how
quickly an athletic director can
leave and an athletic director is
named in the next day or two,"
Whipple said of the process.
"We aren't moving that fast. Our
goal is to have someone named
by the end of April when Mr.
Krebs will be leaving, but it maytake longer so in certainly want
to haw someone by the start of
the summer.
"Before an offer is made to an
individual, though, we will let
him or her meet with key athletic personal and staff," lie continued. "But the president IRibeau]
will ultimately make the choice,
as well he should given that
NCAA has pretty clear expectations and guidelines for the role
of the president In selecting an
athletic director."
Oncethenewathleticdirector
is appointed, he will immediately be faced with challenging
tasks as state funding continues
to decline. The S8.7 million dollar Sebo Center is still a couple
million dollars short on funding
and new projects, meanwhile,
are starting to creep into the
picture as wel
This past year, a feasibility
study was done on Anderson
Arena to determine the future
direction the athletic department would take in trying in
improve its athletic facilities.
Ana lysis is still bcingdoneon the

study and it is unclear whether
or not the University will simply
make improvements to the current facility or begin plans for a
new convocat ion center.
Other key facility advancement projects will involve the
BGSU Ice Arena, as well as a new
clubhouse at Forrest Crcason
Golf (burse and repairs of the
Whit taker Track facility.
"A record of some successful fundraising and development will be important,"
Whipple said of the candidate.
"We're going to have to raise
money for the enhancement of
the facilities
Though fundraising will
be a big issue, one advantage the new athletic director will have is a balanced
budget as Krebs was able to
solve some of the budgeting
problems the department
had accumulated.
Still, though, the challenges are there, but with what
Krebs has left for the new athletic director, the University
is hoping the transition will
go smoothly.
"I think it'll take intensive
orientation with a lot of talking and listening on their
[new athletic director! part."
Whipple said. "But most
importantly, it'll be developing relationships with people.
Developing relationships witli
coaches, players, the key constituents who support the program. The BG News — those
kinds of things are real important if an athletic director is
going to be successful."

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
^^^_ HOTEL ^—^~
• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
•One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo ♦ electric

Summit Street
A PARTMENTS
• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mot electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo * electric

445 E.Wooster-Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW . G R E E N B R I A R R E N TA L S

COM

f fteferrerf
Properties Col
Houses That Feel Like Home*
www p'ffltrredproperliasco CO

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
■ small pels allowed
See our website or
II lor more details
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Larranaga a classy coach
EXPERIENCE. FROM PAGE 10

"When 1 got to Bowling Green I
found the one thing I had very
little experience at was delegating
responsibility. There were so many
things as a head coach I didn't realize I had to do that coach I lolland
was either doing or delegating."
Larranaga has not changed
much since leaving BG. He still
whistles like he did while on the
sidelines of Anderson Arena. He
also says he doesn't coach much

differently either.
"My coaching style hasn't
changed much in the last 10 or
12 years, so during my last three
or four years at Bowling Green
was very similar to what we're
doing now."
He must be doing something
differently though. This is the
first time he's been this far in the
big dance.
Character is one thing that
larranaga does not lack. Daniels
among others haw expressed that

his success is well deserved.
"I couldn't be any happier for
him. There is nobody that is more
deserving of this success than
coach larranaga," he said. "He's
a great coach and an even belter
man, and I'm just so happy for
him right now. I am a firm believer that good things happen to
good people."
For this former falcon and this
tournament's Cinderella story,
hopefully the glass slipper will fit.

City Events

Personals
FALL 2006 PRACTICUM OPPOR
TUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR REC AND SPORT
MGMT MAJORS APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PFH OR ON
THE WEB AND ARE DUE APRIL 4
INTERVIEWS APRIL 586.
HALO 2 Tournament - lit Place
$500. 2 Man Teams-$20 per person
BG Qualily Inn 4,9 06 1 pm For inlo
shonu*!ournaments@yahoo com
or call 419 352-8772

Wanted
All-Girl Rock Band looking for
GUITAR BASS KEY players Call
Healher(937i-231 0868 leave msg »

Help Wanted

Bonds staying quiet
BONDS. FROM PAGE 10

conduct before the steroids ban.
Baseball began drug lesting in
2003 and started testing with penalties the following year.
Al San Francisco's home ballpark. Bonds wouldn't discuss

the matte
"I said no. no, no." he said, shaking his head. "I'm going to jump off
the l-jnpire State Building — flat

on my face," he added, laughing
Mitchell, meanwhile, said he
will not resign his position with
the Red Sox. He also is chainnan
of The Wall Disney Co.. the parent of ESPN, a national broadcast
partner of baseball.
"I don't think there's any conflict." he said in a telephone interview. "I'm going to be independent, hare complete independent
authority and will act."

Revival with OS. up the Grove
Failh Temple
175 Stale Street
April 2 - April 7
Sunday al 11 00am and 6 30 pm
M-F 7:00 nightly
For more inlo call (419) 352-9329

Services Offered
II you are slaying in town this weekend you need lo visit Pagliais for the
Pizza Buffet Pizza, salad, soup. &.
breadslicks. Eat good on Ihe weekend 945 S Main

IBARTENDING' up lo $3O0.day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965 6520 exl. 174.
Part Time Delivery Dnver
Apply al Long's Cleaners
1204WWoosler |419| 354-4494
Do You Like Talking To People?
Like Working Outside?
Work outside sales with us!!
•"$10HR& COMM—
Only 15 Mm Away in Perrysburg
Part Time-M F 4-9pm & Sal Morn
Full Time M F 12N-9PM & Sal Morn
No Exp Needed - Neat Appearance
Call Kris TODAY (4191 874-1945
TruGreen ChemLawn-EOE M'F.D'V

l>
WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

CORRECTION
Looking or a place to live this summer7 Family w. 6 healthy energetic
children ages 3 to 12 is looking tor a
live in nanny tor the summer. Works
30 hr wk . tor $150 plus very comfortable room & board Call Renee
tor interview 419-867 6865

Looking tor lun. energelic personalities. The Ugly Duckling Restaurant
is hiring all positions Apply in person 90 Dodge St.Swanton Tues &
Thurs 3 8 pm or at
uglvducklinoswanton com

"Hanses. Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5 6 bdrm 321 E Merry *C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E.Court Up
A__1 8 2 bdrm 316 8 311 E. Merry
+ More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Summer 8 semester only available

The Daily Crossword Fix

tJBB>*

brought to you by

HELP WANTED" NOW AND DUR
ING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to preform unskilled light production
work We ofler flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shirts: 7 30am- 8:30am: 8 30am11.30am: 12:00 noon- 230 pm: 2:30
pm- 5:00pm. 5:30pm- 8 30pm Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6 00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
ol 15 hours per week. Work a minimum of 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick- up an
application at out oftice Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc.. 428 Clough
St., Bowling Green. OH 43402..
Home based business.
Great product!
Visit: www.gasprotitscom'jkrohn
Part Time Counter Person
Apply at Long s Cleaners
1204 W Wooster (419) 354-4494
Now hiring delivery personnel lor
summer. Apply DiBenedettos
1432 E Wooster.
Summer 2006 income opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises A residential power washing business Net
$1200 per wk Be your own boss S
profit 866-275-2782
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other students
Earn $3000 - $5000 Advancement
opportunities 1 -888-277-9787.
www.collegepro.com
Summer Job Opportunity with
OReo.
Summer job opportunities are available to work as a student registration start member to assist programs
participants during Transfer and Orientation-Registration through the
web registration system Appllca
tions are available in the Registration and Records office. 110 Administration Building and are accepted
Mon-Fn 8am-5pm. The staff is expected to possess and demonstrate
enthusiasm, energy, reliability, honesty, teamwork, punctuality, and
pride in BGSU
Dates of Employment:
June 15
10:30am-3pm
June 20. 21. 22. 23 8am-12noon
June 27 28. 29. 30 8am-12noon
July 6.7
8am-12noon
July 11. 12, 13 14 8am-12noon
July 18. 19
8am-12noon
JULY 20
8am-12noon

WSOS Community Action Commis
sion. a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking a qualified individual to be responsible tor assisting the teacher in
the operation ot a.m. and/or p.m.
session in compliance with national
standards lor our Bowling Green
Center. Requited HS diploma or
GED and commitment lo obtain
CDA with prior experience working
with low-income families
Year
Round, Part Time, avg. 27 5 hrs/wk.,
$8 00 hr. Send resume by April 17
to
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR TA'BG/CT. PO Box 590. Fremont.
OH 43420
Affirmative Action Employer M.'F/Vel'Disab

For Rent
4 BR 2 BATH HOUSE @ 1220 E
WOOSTER
AVAIL
5/20/06
1200/MO.UTIL. 419-352-1104.
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419 352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10-2M- F
I"™. "tj™"m°rtgagai

3-4 Bdrm house for rent. Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-308-2456
30 day satisfaction guaranteed
1 bdrm 8 studio starting at $355
419-352-0590.

4 bdrm. house, limit 3 unrelated, in
quiet area. 2 story, finished basement w/ bar. Avail. June 15. $1400
mo. 419-308-3525.
Brand new apt In walking distance
Irom campus. 1 bdrm, Ig living room,
no pels, off street parking. $450/mo.
Available now. 419-654-5716
Nice 3 BR, 2 Bath, Lg Kitch. A/C
Cable'ph hook-up-all brs, 5th St.
Avail 8/06, $795/mo (419) 352-8872
One 3 bdrm.8 one 4 bdrm. houses.
1 bdrm apt. All avail May. 1 yr.lease.
Close to campus 419-787-7577.
Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot
$255/ mo. includes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523.

832 3rd St Close to BGSU Newly
painted. 3 BR. 1 bath, privacy
fenced in back yard $870'mo. -» dep
You pay util. Call Phil 419-3922812.

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1 5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent
is $350/month * utilities Call Kristi
for details at 419-494-6911

Apartments & Houses
May & August
www fiterentals com
419 353-8206 for appointment

Call now and ask about our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heal, water and trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.
Close to campus. $490 mo. plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep. Available
immed.. May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

3 bdrm 2 bath w/d hock up, skylights, garden tub, shed, excellent
condilion. $900/ mom ♦ util. No pets
Avail. August. 419-353-0326.

Coop houses looking for residents
Summer 06 and or Aug 06- Aug 07.
Directly across from campus on the
corner ol Thurstin and Pike. Only
$267 » utilities. Call Lia at
419-354-8408 for more info

3 bdrm. 1 bath, close to campus.
pels ok. $800/mo utilities
419-352-6948

Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August.
$1000/mo ♦ util. (734I-789-8477.
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Party room available '«r birthday
1-..1 111 * or sin.,il group*
( all for information

EFFICIENCIES

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
• IASIC INSTINCT 21") I 45 4 30 7:10 9:45
THE HILLS HAVE ETESim 1 45 4 20 7:00 9:30
THE SHAGGY O0C tPGI 1204 00 7:30945
SLITHER mi 1 00 3 10 5:20 7.30 9 40 12 00
ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN |P0) 1130100
1:30 3 05 3 35 5 10 5 40 7 15 7 45 9 20 9 50
LARRY THE CASLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECTOR IPG-tll 1 20 3 30 5 40 7.45 9 50
INSIDE MANini
1004 00 7009 55
STAY ALIVE (PQ-UII 10 315520725930
SHE'S THE MAN (F0-11I 1 45 4 30 7 00 9 30
V FOR VENDETTA tm
120415700945
FAILURE TO LAUNCHlnS-1J|- 30 415 7 10940

2-11 S. Church St. #C
338''•' N. Church
34.v•'•" S. Mam
317 Manville #L

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your Things"!

502 N. Prospect #C

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:
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AQUAMARINE IPGI
4 00700910
DATE M0VI€(PO-13)
530 7:30 9 30
FINAL DESTINATION 3 IRI
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WHEN A STRANGER CALLS (PC-Ill
5 20
7 20 920
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE HON. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE IK1II90 700945
MEMOIRS OF A GEISHAlPG-1114 00 700945

Newlouc Rentals
332 S. Xfam Si.
■Ill 332 5620
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DOWN
1 "Psycho" motel
2 Battery terminal
3 Sky-lit courtyards ■
4 Card holder
5 TCU or MIT
6 Select social classes
7 Religious doctrine
8 Blond shade
9 Shea baseballer
10 Mother's helper
11 Distinguished political
leader
12 Committee
13 Piece of broken pottery
18 Bolger and Haley's costar
22 Two-man crosscut
25 Those ones
26 Bargain hunter's
delight
28 Geographical shaper
30 filter locale
31 Run out of gas
32 Architect
33 Once owned

Sleep disorder
Carnivals
Rob or Edmund
Goes in haste
"Breaker-breaker" buddy
"When We Dead Awaken"
dramatist
Utmost degree
Scholarly book
Golfer "Champagne Tony"
Like asbestos
Russian emperor
Hosiery shade
Savor
Dispatch
Hwy. abbrevs.
Take in pants, e.g.
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61

Vital statistic
Actress Arthur
Casino game
Pugilist's weapon
Ghostly
Frightened, in the
Ozarks
Test paper?
Will- -wisp
Handles or weapons
Very chubby
Kind of drum
Leg-up
Behave theatrically
Pass on (to)
Not "agin"
D-Day craft
School org.
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13 STRAIGHT YEARS

PISHN€LLOS
203 N. Main "ESSST*
352-5166
>5 , 5Minimum
Open Weekdays 4PM.

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or
about our SPECIALS!
v. pisanellos.com

• Lunch Frt. • Sat. • Sun

^fl

Accepting

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Copper Beech
Sublease 1 bdrm. no sec. dep.
internet, cable, appliances incl.
$575/momh avail. May-Aug.
440-749-1165

Subleasers needed May-Aug. tor
house Close to campus, 4 people$175/mo. each 330-608-8748.

SUBLEASER NEEDED
CopperBeech Apts. - 1 Bd. Rm.
Free l-Net/Cable & No Sec. Dep
May-Aug. 937-418-2121

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo. * utilities. 330-?01-8575
LG 2 BR TOWNHOUSE. VAULTED
CEILINGS. SPIRAL STAIRCASE,
GARAGE, DWASH, A/C CALL 419
352-1104.
Lg. 2 BR. W/D. Upstairs Duplex. 8th
St., Avail. 5/06. $600 mo..
(4191 352-6872
Subleaser needed, move now. Rent
paid to April 15. Apt. on Clough St.
behind Myles Pizza. Call Marcelo at
314-973-7678.

Subleaser needed lor Copper
Beach. 9 or 12 month. 1 bedroom.
$625'month. tree cable and internet.
Deposit is paid and at the end ot the
lease the deposit is yours. Call John
at 440-213-7219.
Subleaser Wanted
1-3 people @ 309 N Church Si.
May 06 Aug 06. $280 mo ♦ Utilities
(419)487-0004
Subleaser wanted for Copper Beech
Apt. Thrugh the monlhs ol May 06Aug 06 Very nice, large space,
beautiful. Contact
daviskl@bgsu.edu for more into.
Suiled for Grad/Senior Housing
Highland Managemenl
130 E. Washington Street

419-354-6036

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans

12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
wvyWihigfilanarngmtiCom
Quiet Tenants Desired

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
a
Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

Lg. 3 BR. 2 Balh. Den. Cable/phone
hook-up-all brms. 5th SI. Avail 5/06,
$750™ l4!9i 352 887?
Lg., 2 BR, W/D. 1st Fl Duplex. 8th
St.. Avail. 8/06, $600/mo. Garage
Avail (419| 352 8872
Suited lor Grad.'Senor Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bghighlandmqmt com

419-354-6036
Quiel Tenants Desired
Three Bedroom Apts. tor Rent
12 mo. lease - starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 . util.
605 5lh St. A - $699 ♦ util.
419-352-8917
Winlhrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
419-352-9135.

GREAT JOB

OPPORTUNITIES!
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ACROSS
1 Pagan gods
6 Cheese coated in wax
10 Little snakes
14 Playful caper
15 Be an also-ran
16 Flaming Gorge state
17 Kind of parade
19 Window part
20 Singer Brickell
21 Quick-cash source
22 Thirst-quencher
23 Hayes of "Will and Grace"
24 Spacecraft protector
27 Sun. talks
29 Filaments
30 Counter snake?
33 Lend a hand
34 Fairy queen
37 Wnte and send hurriedly
41 Bagged brew
42 Declared
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ACROSS

Summer
Storage!

128 W. Wooster St. A6B
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Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester 8 yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeyeinnandsludios.com

2 Ig. bdrm. apis Quiet area. Grad
preferred No pels Avail. August.
$450/mo ♦ util. 419-353-0326.

1

■

BGApts 818 822 2nd St
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
S490 < gas/elec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
www hgapattments com

Available August 15. 2006
3 bedroom houses
131 N. Church St
718 Third St
202 S 226 E Merry
220 Dill St.
1 bdrm apts: 443 N. Enterprise
2 bdrm apts 112 Ridge St
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458

2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiel area.
$700/mo . utilities. 419-353-3855.

-

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

I DprJroom (J Studw ApoTtrneite now avatl
PiKivirorlrorri
6-9-L'rMi
8IMH
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Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
$7.00- $12.00+ Per Nwr
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecitvice.com

■ Lock in your summer |ob now!
1-8008998070

The BGSU Department of Theatre & Film presents...

FQANtC LoeseeQ ANO ABB Buoeows'

Management Inc.
wvnAr.meccabg.com

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@meccabg.com

HOW to £133135
in BUSIKBSS^ffillSnJ
REALLY
March 31, April 1,6,7,8 at 8 p.m.
April 2 at 2 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Contact the Box Office at
419-372-2719 for tickets.
Each performance will feature a BGSU celebrity appearance;
visit www.bgsu.edu/cultural_arts for details!
X3

